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Operads in unstable global homotopy theory

MIGUEL BARRERO

We study operads in unstable global homotopy theory, which is the homotopy theory
of spaces with compatible actions by all compact Lie groups. We show that the
theory of these operads works remarkably well, as for example it is possible to give a
model structure for the category of algebras over any such operad. We define global
E1–operads, a good generalization of E1–operads to the global setting, and we
give a rectification result for algebras over them.
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1 Introduction

Operads were first introduced by May [17] to study infinite loop spaces. Since then
they have found uses in many areas of mathematics, including algebra, higher category
theory, geometry, and mathematical physics. In general, an operad codifies a collection
of operations of varying arity in a symmetric monoidal category.

An algebra over an operad O is a representation of the abstract operations that the
operad encodes as actual operations in some object. For example, an algebra over the
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3294 Miguel Barrero

commutative operad Comm is a commutative monoid in the given symmetric monoidal
category. Another important example is that of an E1–operad, which encodes a
binary operation that is unital, associative and commutative but only up to all higher
homotopies.

One area that has seen increased interest in the last decade is equivariant homotopy
theory. It is dedicated to studying the homotopy theory of spaces with an action by a
topological group G. One can construct operads in the category of G–spaces, and this
yields a theory that is remarkably different to the nonequivariant case. Unlike in the
nonequivariant case, where all E1–operads are equivalent, there are multiple possible
nonequivalent notions of what an E1–operad in G–spaces could be, all of which are
nonequivariantly E1–operads. For example, there is the naive one, an E1–operad in
spaces given the trivial G–action. This is however not the best choice when one wants
to study objects like equivariant infinite loop spaces or equivariant spectra with some
multiplicative structure.

Instead the better choice is to look at both the G–action and the †n–action on each
On at the same time. An E1–G–operad is an operad in G–spaces where each On

is a universal space for the family of graph subgroups of G � †n. Algebras over
an E1–G–operad have more structure than algebras over a naive E1–operad in
G–spaces.

In this paper we look at operads in the setting of unstable global equivariant homotopy
theory. This is the homotopy theory of spaces which have simultaneous and compatible
actions by all compact Lie groups. There are important equivariant constructions, like
equivariant K–theory spectra and equivariant Thom spectra, that can be understood as
a single globally equivariant object. We work with the model for unstable global homo-
topy theory based on orthogonal spaces, introduced by Schwede [22]. An orthogonal
space can be thought of as the unstable analog of an orthogonal spectrum. There are
some similarities between the theories of operads in the global equivariant setting and
the G–equivariant setting for a single group G, but operads in the global equivariant
setting are technically better behaved.

An orthogonal space has an underlying K–space for each compact Lie group K. We
study orthogonal spaces through these compatible K–actions for each K. A morphism
of orthogonal spaces is said to be a global equivalence if it is an equivalence of
underlying K–spaces for each compact Lie group K. There is a model structure in the
category of orthogonal spaces with these global equivalences as the weak equivalences,
called the global model structure.
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A natural question to consider is whether one can construct a model structure on Alg.O/
the category of algebras over a given operad O in orthogonal spaces using the global
model structure on the underlying category.

Question Does the forgetful functor create the weak equivalences and fibrations of
some model structure on the category of algebras over a given operad O?

The first place where this question was examined for a general category was in
Spitzweck’s PhD thesis [25], which provided some conditions under which this is
true. The main technical point there was a factorization for pushout diagrams in the
category of algebras over an operad. A different approach was used by Berger and
Moerdijk [3]. Pavlov and Scholbach [19] studied this question most extensively with
full generality, and White and Yau [26] studied an analogous question for semimodel
structures. We use a different factorization for pushout diagrams given by Sagave and
Schlichtkrull [21], originally from Elmendorf and Mandell [7].

The first main result that we obtain is that the desired model structure exists for any
operad in orthogonal spaces.

Theorem 4.11 Let O be any operad in .Spc;�/ the category of orthogonal spaces ,
with the positive global model structure and the symmetric monoidal structure given
by the box product. Then there is a cofibrantly generated model category structure on
Alg.O/, the category of algebras over O, where the forgetful functor UAlg.O/ creates the
weak equivalences and fibrations , and sends cofibrations in Alg.O/ to h–cofibrations
in Spc.

This result is surprising, in that it holds for all operads. Such a result generally holds
for all operads if the category is nice enough, for example symmetric spectra based
on simplicial sets; see the work of Harper [12]. One relevant property there is that all
simplicial sets are cofibrant. Since not all orthogonal spaces are cofibrant, the approach
of [12] does not apply to the present case.

Instead we use that the box product of orthogonal spaces is fully homotopical. By
definition, this means that the box product of two global equivalences is a global
equivalence, without any cofibrancy assumptions. This in turn removes any cofibrancy
assumptions on the operad in Theorem 4.11.

Theorem 4.11 was proven by Schwede [22] for the specific case of the commutative
operad Comm. Algebras over Comm are the commutative monoids in orthogonal
spaces with respect to the box product, which are usually called ultracommutative
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monoids, and they have a very rich structure. We generalize the result in [22] to any
operad. To accomplish this we need to use several different technical results and tools.

Some of these technical results deal with the †n–objects in the category of orthogonal
spaces, and so we study them in detail. We consider more generally orthogonal spaces
which have an additional action by a fixed compact Lie group G, which we call
G–orthogonal spaces. Thus, the underlying K–space of a G–orthogonal space is a
.K�G/–space.

We define the notion of a G–global equivalence between G–orthogonal spaces, which
takes into account both the G–action, and the action by each compact Lie group K.
We also study various properties of these G–orthogonal spaces. In the appendix we
give a model structure for G–orthogonal spaces which has the G–global equivalences
as weak equivalences. Since G is any compact Lie group, the results of the appendix
are new in this generality.

This notion of “globally equivariant objects” with an additional action by a fixed
group G was studied extensively by Lenz in the context of algebraic K–theory [15].
There, various model structures were given for a discrete group G not necessarily finite.
Orthogonal spaces and orthogonal spectra with a G–action for a compact Lie group G

were also studied from the global point of view by Schwede [23]; however no model
structure was defined there.

Our second main result is a characterization of morphisms of operads in orthogonal
spaces that induce a Quillen equivalence between the respective categories of algebras.

Theorem 4.14 Let g WO! P be a morphism of operads in .Spc;�/, the category of
orthogonal spaces , with the positive global model structure and the symmetric monoidal
structure given by the box product. Then the extension and restriction adjunction
.g!;g

�/ is a Quillen equivalence between the respective categories of algebras if and
only if for each n� 0 the morphism gn WOn! Pn is a †n–global equivalence.

As was the case with Theorem 4.11, this result applies in full generality, to any morphism
between any two operads. For a morphism g between “nice” operads, it is enough
to require that the morphisms gn are weak equivalences in the underlying category
to obtain a Quillen equivalence, as shown by Spitzweck [25]. However, for arbitrary
operads in orthogonal spaces Theorem 4.14 does not hold if each gn is merely a global
equivalence, it additionally needs to be a †n–global equivalence. In particular, if O
is a topological E1–operad given the trivial global structure, Alg.O/ is not Quillen
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equivalent to the category of ultracommutative monoids. Thus, as in the G–equivariant
setting mentioned at the beginning, this naive global E1–operad is not the best one to
consider.

Instead, Theorem 4.14 suggest a good notion of what an E1–operad in the global
equivariant sense should be. We define a global E1–operad to be an operad O in
.Spc;�/ such that each On is †n–globally equivalent to �, the one-point orthogonal
space. Then the naive global E1–operads of the previous paragraph are not actually
global E1–operads. For any global E1–operad O, Theorem 4.14 implies that the
category of algebras over O is Quillen equivalent to the category of ultracommutative
monoids. Thus, any algebra over a global E1–operad can be rectified to an ultra-
commutative monoid, and so these algebras also encode the highest possible level of
commutativity.

In this article we provide several examples of global E1–operads. Some of these are
global analogs of classical operads in (equivariant) homotopy theory. These include a
global version of the little disks operad and the Steiner operad, which are constructed
in a similar way to the little disks and Steiner G–operads associated to a G–universe
for a compact Lie group G.

In the G–equivariant case, there is a whole hierarchy of nonequivalent operads between
a naive E1–operad in G–spaces and an E1–G–operad. These in-between operads
are called N1–operads, and were introduced by Blumberg and Hill [4]. They codify
various levels of commutativity, by imposing the existence of certain additive trans-
fers/multiplicative norms. In the global setting, there is also a hierarchy of operads
between the naive global E1–operads and the global E1–operads. These operads in
orthogonal spaces are the global analogs of N1–operads. We provide a classification
of them in [1].

Structure of this paper

In Section 2 we begin by recalling the basic properties of operads as defined in any
symmetric monoidal category. We then introduce unstable global homotopy theory,
to put in context the questions that we examine. We also give plenty of examples of
operads in orthogonal spaces, to build some intuition.

In Section 3, we study G–orthogonal spaces. We begin by defining the G–global
equivalences, and checking their basic properties. We then look at how G–global equiv-
alences interact with taking G–orbits and with the box product. Lastly we introduce
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the h–cofibrations of G–orthogonal spaces, which are used in the proofs of our main
results, Theorems 4.11 and 4.14, presented in Section 4.

In Section 5 we introduce global E1–operads, and check that several of the examples
of global operads given in Section 2 are global E1–operads.

There is a model structure on G–orthogonal spaces with the G–global equivalences as
the weak equivalences. For completeness, we present the construction of this model
structure in the appendix. We do not need this model structure to prove our main
theorems.

Notation and conventions

We introduce here various mathematical and notational conventions that are used
throughout this article.

Whenever we talk about a space we are referring to a compactly generated weak
Hausdorff topological space. We use Top to denote the category of such spaces. In
the rare cases where we refer to a general topological space, we do so explicitly. We
underline the names used for specific categories, like Set or Top, but not the variables
like C. In particular, G denotes the one-object groupoid associated to a group G.

We often use il to refer to the boundary map il W @D
l ! Dl in Top for each l � 0.

Similarly we use jl for the inclusion jl WD
l ŠDl � f0g !Dl � Œ0; 1� for l � 0.

We use � for the categorical product, � for the box product of orthogonal spaces
introduced in Remark 2.6, and˝ for the tensor product in a generic symmetric monoidal
category.

In this article we only consider compact Lie groups, and closed subgroups of them. By
default, an inner product space refers to a real inner product space, finite-dimensional
unless stated otherwise, and for a compact Lie group G, a G–representation means an
orthogonal G–representation in an inner product space, also finite-dimensional unless
stated otherwise.

A complete G–universe is a countably infinite-dimensional orthogonal G–representation
with nonzero fixed points, and such that for each finite-dimensional G–representation V ,
a countably infinite direct sum of copies of V embeds G–equivariantly into UG . We
denote a complete G–universe by UG .
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We write †n for the symmetric group on n elements. By default, group actions are left
group actions. Sometimes we turn a right action into a left action and vice versa by
acting via the inverse, without saying so explicitly.

Let G be a compact Lie group. For any set F of closed subgroups of G, we say that a
morphism f WX!Y of G–spaces is an F–equivalence (resp. an F–fibration) if for any
H 2F the restriction of f to the H–fixed points f H WX H !Y H is a weak homotopy
equivalence (resp. a Serre fibration). For each set F of closed subgroups of G there
is a cofibrantly generated model structure on GTop the category of G–spaces, with
the F–equivalences as weak equivalences and the F–fibrations as fibrations; see [22,
Proposition B.7]. We refer to the cofibrations of this model structure as F–cofibrations.
If the set F is the set of all closed subgroups of G, we instead use G–equivalences,
G–fibrations, and G–cofibrations to refer to these classes of morphisms.

Given two compact Lie groups K and G we refer often to the set of graph subgroups of
K�G, denoted by F.K;G/ and defined in Definition 3.1. We generally use � to denote
a graph subgroup. Whenever we also need to refer to the continuous homomorphism �

associated to the graph subgroup, we use �� to denote the graph subgroup.

Finally, when we talk about small objects in a category with respect to a class of
morphisms, we follow the conventions of [13, Section 2.1.1]. We use the letters I, J
and K to denote sets of generating (acyclic) cofibrations of various model categories.
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2 Background

2.1 Operads

Let C be a cocomplete symmetric monoidal category, where the tensor product preserves
all small colimits in both variables. We follow the exposition of [9] to define operads
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in C. Let †�–C denote the category of symmetric sequences in C, these are sequences
fX.n/gn2N of objects of C where each X.n/ has a right †n–action. So explicitly,
†�–C is the functor category Fun

�`
n2N †n;C

�
.

One can define a composition monoidal structure on †�–C, denoted by ı; see [9, 2.2.1
and 2.2.2]. Then an operad in C is just a monoid in .†�–C; ı/. An operad O in C

gives a monad F.O/ on C; see [9, 2.1.1 and 2.2.1]. An algebra over this operad is
defined as an algebra over the monad F.O/. We use Alg.O/ to denote the category
of algebras over O, and write FAlg.O/ and UAlg.O/ for the adjoint free and forgetful
functors between C and Alg.O/.

From now on, let C additionally be a cofibrantly generated model category. Given an
operad O in C we want to lift the model structure of C through the forgetful functor
UAlg.O/ W Alg.O/!C. That is, we want to consider the class of those morphisms which
UAlg.O/ sends to weak equivalences, and the class of those sent to fibrations, and ask
the question of whether these two classes determine a model structure on Alg.O/. If
they do, we say that the operad O is admissible.

The result [24, Lemma 2.3] gives conditions under which one can lift a model structure to
the category of algebras over a monad. Let I and J denote sets of generating cofibrations
and acyclic cofibrations of C, respectively. Set IODFAlg.O/.I/ and JODFAlg.O/.J/, and
let IO–reg and JO–reg denote the regular IO–cofibrations and regular JO–cofibrations
in Alg.O/. Those are the transfinite compositions of cobase changes in Alg.O/ of
morphisms in IO and JO. Applying [24, Lemma 2.3] to the monad F.O/ associated to an
operad O, and using that F.O/ always preserves filtered colimits [9, Proposition 2.4.1],
one obtains the following result.

Lemma 2.1 ([24, Lemma 2.3] applied to operads) Let O be an operad in C. Assume
that the sources of morphisms in IO and JO are small with respect to IO–reg and
JO–reg, respectively, and that every morphism in JO–reg is a weak equivalence in C.
Then Alg.O/ is a cofibrantly generated model category where UAlg.O/ creates the weak
equivalences and fibrations and IO and JO are generating sets of cofibrations and acyclic
cofibrations.

We have the following refinement of the result above, inspired by and similar to [9,
Proposition 11.1.14].

Theorem 2.2 Let C be a symmetric monoidal category which is also a cofibrantly
generated model category with sets of generating cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations I
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and J, respectively , and such that the monoidal product preserves all small colimits in
each variable. Let Hcof be a class of morphisms in C which satisfies the following:

(a) Hcof is closed under retracts and transfinite compositions.

(b) The sources of morphisms in I and J are small with respect to Hcof .

(c) A map which is a transfinite composition of morphisms that are both in Hcof and
are weak equivalences , is a weak equivalence.

Fix any operad O in C, and assume that for each pushout in Alg.O/ of the form

(1)
FAlg.O/.X / FAlg.O/.Y /

A B

FAlg.O/.i/

f p

the following hold :

(1) If i 2 I then UAlg.O/.f / is in Hcof .

(2) If i 2 J then UAlg.O/.f / is a weak equivalence.

Then the conditions of Lemma 2.1 are satisfied , so Alg.O/ is a cofibrantly generated
model category, where UAlg.O/ creates the weak equivalences and fibrations , and IO and
JO are generating sets of cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations of Alg.O/. Furthermore ,
UAlg.O/ sends cofibrations to morphisms in Hcof .

Note that in the conditions of Theorem 2.2 the class of morphisms Hcof is not required
to contain all the cofibrations of C. In our application of Theorem 2.2 in Section 4.1, we
take Hcof to be the class of h–cofibrations, the morphisms with the homotopy extension
property, hence the notation. In most settings, including the model of unstable global
homotopy theory we use, the class of h–cofibrations does contain all cofibrations, but
as mentioned this is not necessary.

Proof of Theorem 2.2 We have to check that the sources of morphisms in IO and JO

are small with respect to IO–reg and JO–reg, respectively, and that every morphism in
JO–reg is a weak equivalence in C. Then by Lemma 2.1 the claim follows.

By [5, Proposition 4.3.2], UAlg.O/ preserves filtered colimits. Morphisms in IO–reg are
transfinite compositions of cobase changes of morphisms with the form FAlg.O/.i/ for
i 2 I, as in diagram (1). Therefore, by our assumptions, UAlg.O/ sends morphisms in
IO–reg to Hcof .
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Let X be the source of a morphisms in I. By (b), X is �–small with respect to Hcof
for some cardinal �. Let � be a �–filtered ordinal, and V W �! Alg.O/ a �–sequence
which lands in IO–reg. Then

colim
�

HomAlg.O/.FAlg.O/.X /;V /Š colim
�

HomC.X;UAlg.O/ ıV /

Š HomC

�
X; colim

�
UAlg.O/ ıV

�
Š HomC

�
X;UAlg.O/

�
colim
�

V
��

Š HomAlg.O/
�
FAlg.O/.X /; colim

�
V
�

and FAlg.O/.X / is �–small with respect to IO–reg. In the second isomorphism we
are using that UAlg.O/ sends morphisms in IO–reg to Hcof and that X is �–small with
respect to Hcof .

Let T denote the class of morphisms with the right lifting property with respect to IO.
By adjointness these are precisely those morphisms which UAlg.O/ sends to acyclic
fibrations. By adjointness again JO has the left lifting property with respect to T , and
then so does JO–reg.

Let f be a morphism of Alg.O/ which has the left lifting property with respect to T .
Use the small object argument for IO on f to obtain that f is a retract of h 2 IO–reg,
and therefore UAlg.O/.f / is a retract of UAlg.O/.h/ 2 Hcof . Therefore UAlg.O/ sends
JO–reg to Hcof , and so we can repeat the previous argument to obtain that sources of
morphisms in JO are small with respect to JO–reg.

For the second condition, let f 2JO–reg be the transfinite composition of morphisms f˛ ,
such that each f˛ is a cobase change (in Alg.O/) of FAlg.O/.j˛/ for j˛ 2 J. The
morphism FAlg.O/.j˛/ has the left lifting property with respect to T , and then so does
each f˛. Then by the previous discussion UAlg.O/.f˛/ is in Hcof , and it is a weak
equivalence by the hypothesis of the theorem. Since UAlg.O/ preserves transfinite
compositions, UAlg.O/.f / is a transfinite composition of morphisms that are both in
Hcof and are weak equivalences, and so UAlg.O/.f / is a weak equivalence.

Remark 2.3 Usually in a category with both a model structure and a monoidal structure,
two compatibility conditions are required; see for example [24, Definition 3.1]. These
are the pushout product axiom, and the requirement that the unit is cofibrant. These
are not necessary to prove Theorem 2.2, but something similar to the pushout product
axiom is usually needed to actually check that condition (2) of Theorem 2.2 holds in
practice.
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Remark 2.4 The question of under which conditions on a category and on an operad
one can lift the model structure to the category of algebras over said operad has been
studied in a few different places and with diverse methods. As far as we can tell, the
first place where this was examined in generality was in Spitzweck’s PhD thesis [25].
It was proven there that a model structure can be lifted assuming that the category C

satisfies the monoid axiom and that the operad is cofibrant [25, Theorem 4].

The condition that an operad is cofibrant in the model structure on operads constructed
in [25] is quite restrictive. It is stronger than asking that each On is cofibrant, or even
†n–cofibrant. In addition in the setting of global homotopy theory, it is not enough to
look at the category of algebras over a cofibrant replacement of an operad (in the usual
sense), as this gives the wrong homotopy theory, which we show in Remark 4.16.

2.2 Unstable global homotopy theory

Unstable global homotopy theory is the homotopy theory of spaces which have simul-
taneous and compatible actions by all compact Lie groups. A model for this is the
category of orthogonal spaces, studied in detail in [22, Chapter 1].

Definition 2.5 [22, Definition 1.1.1] Let L be the Top–enriched category where the
objects are finite-dimensional real inner product spaces, and the morphisms are the
linear isometric embeddings between them.

An orthogonal space is a Top–enriched functor L! Top. We use Spc to denote the
Top–enriched category of orthogonal spaces. Note the similarity of this definition to
the definition of orthogonal spectra as enriched functors.

If we have a compact Lie group K, and V is a K–representation, then X.V / inherits a
K–action, where k 2K acts via X.k/. In this sense, orthogonal spaces have actions by
all compact Lie groups. For each compact Lie group K we fix a complete K–universe
UK for the rest of this article. Let s.UK / denote the poset of finite-dimensional
subrepresentations of UK . Then we can associate to any orthogonal space the K–space

X.UK /D colim
V 2s.UK /

X.V /;

which we call the underlying K–space. This yields a functor

.�/.UK / W Spc! KTop:

A global equivalence of orthogonal spaces is, roughly speaking, a morphism which for
each compact Lie group K, induces K–equivalences on suitable homotopy colimits of
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finite-dimensional K–representations and equivariant embeddings between them. The
precise definition can be found in [22, Definition 1.1.2]. It is also a special case of the
definition of a G–global equivalence that we give in Definition 3.2 of this article, with
G D e.

An orthogonal space X is said to be closed if for each linear isometric embedding  ,
the map X. / is a closed embedding. A morphism between closed orthogonal spaces
is a global equivalence if and only if for each compact Lie group K the induced
map on the underlying K–spaces is a K–equivalence; see [22, Proposition 1.1.17], or
Proposition 3.5 below for the analogous result for G–global equivalences.

Remark 2.6 There are two symmetric monoidal structures on Spc which are relevant
for us. The first one is the categorical product, denoted by �, which is computed
levelwise. The second is the box product, denoted by �. It is constructed as a Day
convolution product in [22, Section 1.3]. The unit of both is the terminal one-point
constant orthogonal space �.

The box product can also be defined via a universal property. For each X;Y 2 Spc,
consider the orthogonal spaces Z with a bimorphism .X;Y /! Z from X and Y .
Then the box product of X and Y is an orthogonal space X � Y and a bimorphism
i W .X;Y /! X � Y of orthogonal spaces which is initial among such bimorphisms
with source .X;Y /.

Remark 2.7 On Spc there are two cofibrantly generated model structures whose weak
equivalences are precisely the global equivalences: the global model structure [22,
Theorem 1.2.21] and the positive global model structure [22, Theorem 1.2.23]. In the
rest of this article we only consider the positive global model structure.

2.3 Examples of operads in unstable global homotopy theory

In this paper, we study operads in orthogonal spaces with respect to the box product.
This subsection is mostly devoted to showcasing several examples, which we study in
more detail in Section 5.

Remark 2.8 For orthogonal spaces X;Y 2 Spc, we can construct a bimorphism
.X;Y /!X �Y via

(2) X.V /�Y .W /
X .�1/�Y .�2/
�������!X.V ˚W /�Y .V ˚W /D .X �Y /.V ˚W /:
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This bimorphism yields a morphism of orthogonal spaces

�X ;Y WX �Y !X �Y

which is natural in X and Y . This means that the identity functor is a lax symmet-
ric monoidal functor from .Spc;�/ to .Spc;�/, or equivalently an oplax symmetric
monoidal functor from .Spc;�/ to .Spc;�/.

Therefore given an operad O in .Spc;�/, the natural transformation � gives an operad
in .Spc;�/, with the same On for all n� 0. We denote this resulting operad in .Spc;�/
by O�.

Example 2.9 (constant operads in Spc obtained from topological operads) For any
X 2 Top, we can consider the constant orthogonal space X , that is the constant functor
L! Top with value X . This means that for any group K the underlying K–space of
X is just X with the trivial K–action.

Any operad in spaces O induces a constant operad O in Spc, such that .O/n DOn.

Construction 2.10 (operad from a functor to topological operads) Given a continuous
functor F from L to the category of operads in spaces, OP–Top, we can obtain from
it an operad in .Spc;�/ by permuting the functoriality on L with the functoriality on`

n2N †n. Thus we obtain objects

OF;n D .�/n ıF 2†nSpc

The operadic structure on each F.V / gives rise to an operadic structure on these OF;n

with respect to the categorical product of orthogonal spaces. Then the natural morphism
� from � to � turns OF into an operad with respect to the box product, O�

F
.

If the functor F is constant, then OF is just the constant operad of Example 2.9.
However this process becomes interesting when the actions of the linear isometric
embeddings are nontrivial, as we discuss below.

Example 2.11 (little disks) For each inner product space V consider the topological
operad LD.V / of little disks in V . These assemble into a continuous functor

LD WL!OP–Top:

We understand an element of LD.V /n as a set of n center points vi 2 D.V / in the
open unit disk of V and n radii ri that parametrize a rectilinear embedding of n copies
of D.V / into itself. Then for a linear isometric embedding  W V ! W , the map
LD. / W LD.V /! LD.W / acts by sending each vi to  .vi/.
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By Construction 2.10 we obtain an operad LD� in .Spc;�/, and LD�, shortened to
LD, in .Spc;�/. The operad given by the underlying spaces of each LDn is precisely
the E1–operad of spaces obtained as the colimit of the little disks operads for Rm.
Similarly, for a compact Lie group K, the underlying K–space of LDn is exactly
LD.UK /n, the nth space of the K–equivariant little disks operad for the complete
K–universe UK , described for example in [4, Definition 3.11(ii)].

Analogously, there is a global version of the Steiner operad.

Example 2.12 (Steiner operad) For each inner product space V let R.V / be the
space of distance reducing topological embeddings f WV !V , where distance reducing
means that kf .x/�f .y/k � kx�yk. This is a continuous functor L! Top, where
for each linear isometric embedding  W V ! W and f 2 R.V /, the embedding
R. /.f / WW !W is given by

. ıf ı �1/˚ Im. /? W Im. /˚ Im. /?! Im. /˚ Im. /?:

A Steiner path for V is a map h W Œ0; 1�!R.V / such that h.1/D idV . Let K .V /n be
the space of tuples .h1; : : : ; hn/ of n Steiner paths such that the images of the hi.0/

are disjoint. These form K .V /, the Steiner operad for V , and these assemble into a
continuous functor F WL!OP–Top, which gives the Steiner operad K in .Spc;�/. As
in the case of the little disks, for a compact Lie group K the underlying K–space of K n

is exactly K .UK /n, the nth space of the K–equivariant Steiner operad for the complete
K–universe UK , described for example in [4, Definition 3.11(iv)]. The underlying
nonequivariant operad of K is an E1–operad in spaces.

Example 2.13 (endomorphism operads) The symmetric monoidal category .Spc;�/
is closed; see [22, Remark C.12]. Let Hom denote the internal Hom functor of Spc. For
each X 2 Spc we can consider the endomorphism operad End.X / in .Spc;�/, where
End.X /n D Hom.X�n;X /.

Example 2.14 For each compact Lie group K the underlying K–space functor

.�/.UK / W Spc! KTop

has a right adjoint RK , constructed in [22, Construction 1.2.25]. Being a right adjoint,
RK is strong monoidal with respect to the categorical products in KTop and Spc.
Therefore if O is any operad in .KTop;�/ then RK .O/ is an operad in .Spc;�/, and
by Remark 2.8 we also obtain an operad in .Spc;�/.
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3 G –orthogonal spaces

In order to talk about operads in Spc, we need to know more about the structure of
orthogonal spaces which have an action by the symmetric group †n. In this section we
study orthogonal spaces with an additional action by a general compact Lie group G.
We denote by GSpc the category of continuous functors from G to Spc, which we call
G–orthogonal spaces.

Definition 3.1 Let K and G be compact Lie groups. A closed subgroup � �K�G is
a graph subgroup if � \ .feK g�G/D feK�Gg. We denote the set of graph subgroups
of K�G by F.K;G/. They are called graph subgroups because for any � 2F.K;G/

there is a closed subgroup H �K and a continuous homomorphism � WH !G such
that � is precisely the graph of �.

Let il denote the boundary map il W @D
l ! Dl in Top, for each l � 0. We use this

notation throughout the paper. Given a G–orthogonal space X , a compact Lie group K,
and a K–representation V , X.V / has a .K�G/–action.

Definition 3.2 (G–global equivalence) For a compact Lie group G, a morphism f of
GSpc is a G–global equivalence if for each compact Lie group K, each graph subgroup
� 2 F.K;G/, each K–representation V and l � 0, the following statement holds. For
any lifting problem

@Dl X.V /�

Dl Y .V /�

˛

il f .V /�

ˇ

there is a K–equivariant linear isometric embedding WV !W into a K–representation
W such that there exists a morphism � WDl!X.W /� which satisfies that in the diagram

@Dl X.V /� X.W /�

Dl Y .V /� Y .W /�

˛

il

X . /�

f .W /��

ˇ

Y . /�

the upper left triangle commutes, and the lower right triangle commutes up to homotopy
relative to @Dl .

Note that for G D e this is just the definition of global equivalence from [22, Defini-
tion 1.1.2] mentioned in Section 2.2. As it was the case for global equivalences, this
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definition is meant to capture that for each compact Lie group K taking some suitable
homotopy colimit of K–representations yields an F.K;G/–equivalence. We can make
this more explicit with the following proposition, analogous to [22, Proposition 1.1.7].

Definition 3.3 For a compact Lie group K, we say that a nested sequence fVigi2N of
K–representations

V0 � V1 � � � � � Vi � � � �

is exhaustive if for each K–representation V there is an equivariant linear isometric
embedding of V into some Vi .

Proposition 3.4 A morphism f WX!Y in GSpc is a G–global equivalence if and only
if for each compact Lie group K and each exhaustive sequence of K–representations
fVigi2N , the map

teli f .Vi/ W teli X.Vi/! teli Y .Vi/

induced on the mapping telescopes of the sequences X.Vi/ and Y .Vi/ of .K�G/–
spaces and .K�G/–equivariant maps is an F.K;G/–equivalence.

Proof First we assume that for each compact Lie group K and each exhaustive
sequence of orthogonal K–representations, teli f .Vi/ is an F.K;G/–equivalence of
.K�G/–spaces. Any compact Lie group K has an exhaustive sequence of representa-
tions fVigi2N , so for any K–representation V , any graph subgroup � 2F.K;G/ and
any lifting problem .˛; ˇ/ for f .V /� , since fVigi2N is exhaustive, we can embed V

into some Vn, and so we assume that V D Vn.

Now we fix some notation. Let

cX ;n WX.Vn/! teli X.Vi/

be the canonical .K�G/–equivariant map. Let telŒ0;n�X.Vi/ denote the truncated
mapping telescope. Let

�X ;n W telŒ0;n�X.Vi/!X.Vn/

be the .K�G/–equivariant canonical projection. Slightly abusing notation we also use
cX ;n for the canonical map

cX ;n WX.Vn/! telŒ0;n�X.Vi/:

For n�m, let
cX ;n;m W telŒ0;n�X.Vi/! telŒ0;m�X.Vi/
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denote the inclusion of truncated mapping telescopes, and

cX ;n;1 W telŒ0;n�X.Vi/! teli X.Vi/

the canonical map.

Taking fixed points commutes with the construction of the mapping telescopes by [22,
Proposition B.1], so .teli X.Vi//

�Š teli X.Vi/
� for each graph subgroup � 2F.K;G/.

Since we assumed that teli f .Vi/
� is a weak homotopy equivalence, by [18, Lemma 9.6]

there is a map � associated to the lifting problem .c�
X ;n
ı˛; c�

Y;n
ıˇ/ such that the upper-

left triangle commutes and the lower-right one commutes up to homotopy relative @Dl ,
witnessed by a homotopy H :

@Dl X.Vn/
� teli X.Vi/

�

Dl Y .Vn/
� teli Y .Vi/

�

˛

il

c�
X;n

teli f .Vi /
�

ˇ

�

c�
Y;n

Both � and H have compact domains, and since the �–fixed points of the mapping
telescopes are colimits along the closed embeddings c�

X ;n;m
, both � and H factor

through some stage m� n with  W Vn! Vm, giving

�0 WDl
! telŒ0;m�X.Vi/

� and H 0 WDl
� Œ0; 1�! telŒ0;m� Y .Vi/

� :

Then ��
X ;m
ı�0 and ��

X ;m
ıH 0 satisfy the requirements for the lifting problem

.X. /� ı˛; X. /� ıˇ/;

so f is a G–global equivalence.

Now assume that f is a G–global equivalence. Fix a compact Lie group K, a graph
subgroup � 2 F.K;G/, and an exhaustive sequence of K–representations fVigi2N .
We have to check that teli f .Vi/

� is a weak homotopy equivalence.

For a lifting problem .˛; ˇ/ for teli f .Vi/
� , since @Dl and Dl are compact, ˛ and ˇ

factor through some stage n, as

˛0 W @Dl
! telŒ0;n�X.Vi/

� and ˇ0 WDl
! telŒ0;n� Y .Vi/

� :

For each n, there is a homotopy from the identity on telŒ0;n�X.Vi/ to cX ;nı�X ;n, which
is .K�G/–equivariant and natural in X , given by retracting the truncated mapping
telescope. By [22, Lemma 1.1.5] this means that if there is a solution of the lifting
problem

.c�X ;n ı�
�

X ;n ı˛
0; c�Y;n ı�

�
Y;n ıˇ

0/
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then there is a solution of the lifting problem .˛0; ˇ0/. In this proof we use the
terminology solution of a lifting problem1 in the sense of [22, Lemma 1.1.5] and
Definition 3.2, ie a map that makes the upper-left triangle commute and the lower-right
triangle commute up to homotopy relative @Dl :

@Dl telŒ0;n�X.Vi/
� X.Vn/

� telŒ0;n�X.Vi/
�

Dl telŒ0;n� Y .Vi/
� Y .Vn/

� telŒ0;n� Y .Vi/
�

˛0

il telŒ0;n� f .Vi /
�

��
X;n

c�
X;n

f .Vm/
� telŒ0;n� f .Vi /

�

ˇ0 ��
Y;n

c�
Y;n

The new lifting problem .��
X ;n
ı˛0; ��

Y;n
ıˇ0/ has as solution � after evaluating at some

larger m� n with embedding  W Vn! Vm, because f is a G–global equivalence and
fVigi2N is an exhaustive sequence of K–representations. Then c�

X ;m
ı� is a solution

of the lifting problem

.c�X ;m ıX. /� ı��X ;n ı˛
0; c�Y;m ıY . /� ı��Y;n ıˇ

0/;

and since ��
X ;m
ı c�

X ;n;m
DX. /� ı��

X ;n
, the map c�

X ;m
ı� is also a solution of

.c�X ;m ı�
�

X ;m ı c�X ;n;m ı˛
0; c�Y;m ı�

�
Y;m ı c�Y;n;m ıˇ

0/:

By [22, Lemma 1.1.5] and the previously mentioned homotopy from the identity
on telŒ0;m�X.Vi/ to cX ;m ı �X ;m, the lifting problem .c�

X ;n;m
ı ˛0; c�

Y;n;m
ı ˇ0/ has a

solution �0. Note that we did not obtain a solution of .˛0; ˇ0/, but since

c�X ;m;1 ı c�X ;n;m D c�X ;n;1;

the map c�
X ;m;1

ı�0 is a solution of the original lifting problem

.˛; ˇ/D .c�X ;m;1 ı c�X ;n;m ı˛
0; c�Y;m;1 ı c�Y;n;m ıˇ

0/:

Since any lifting problem for teli f .Vi/
� has a solution, by [18, Lemma 9.6] the map

teli f .Vi/
� is a weak homotopy equivalence.

Recall that an orthogonal space X is said to be closed if for each linear isometric
embedding  the map X. / is a closed embedding. We similarly define a closed G–
orthogonal space to be a G–orthogonal space X such that X. / is a closed embedding

1To avoid confusion with the more common meaning of the terminology solution of a lifting problem, we
do not use it outside of this proof.
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for each linear isometric embedding  . We have fixed a complete K–universe UK for
each compact Lie group K. The underlying .K�G/–space of a G–orthogonal space
X is the underlying K–space of X as an orthogonal space with the induced G–action.
This is precisely the colimit X.UK /D colimV 2s.UK /X.V / over the finite-dimensional
subrepresentations of UK . Therefore analogously to [22, Proposition 1.1.17] we have
the following simpler characterization of G–global equivalences.

Proposition 3.5 A morphism f W X ! Y in GSpc between closed G–orthogonal
spaces is a G–global equivalence if and only if for each compact Lie group K the map
induced on the underlying .K�G/–spaces

f .UK / WX.UK /! Y .UK /

is an F.K;G/–equivalence of .K�G/–spaces.

Proof The colimits that define X.UK / and Y .UK / can be written as sequential colimits

colim
V 2s.UK /

X.V /Š colim
i2N

X.Vi/;

for a nested sequence of finite-dimensional subrepresentations fVigi2N of UK which
cover all of UK . These are colimits of .K�G/–spaces along closed embeddings because
X and Y are closed. Then for each � 2F.K;G/, taking �–fixed points commutes with
this colimit along closed embeddings; see [22, Proposition B.1(ii)]. Since additionally
@Dl and Dl are compact, a lifting problem for .colimi2N f .Vi//

� factors through
some stage n of the sequential colimit. By [18, Lemma 9.6] we obtain that if f is a
G–global equivalence the map .colimi2N f .Vi//

� is a weak homotopy equivalence.

For the other implication, assume that f .UK /
� is a weak homotopy equivalence for

each compact Lie group K and each � 2F.K;G/. Let V be a K–representation. Then
V embeds into UK , so we may fix an embedding V ! UK and call it  . Given any
lifting problem

.˛ W @Dl
!X.V /� ; ˇ WDl

! Y .V /�/

for f .V /�, consider the lifting problem

.X. /� ı˛; Y . /� ıˇ/

for f .UK /
�. By [18, Lemma 9.6], since f .UK /

� is a weak homotopy equivalence
there exists some � WDl !X.UK /

� such that � ı il DX. /� ı˛ and f .UK /
� ı� is

homotopic relative @Dl to Y . /� ıˇ, and we denote this homotopy by H .
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Both � and H factor through some stage of the colimits as

�0 WDl
!X.Vj /

� and H 0 WDl
� Œ0; 1�! Y .Vj /

� :

We can choose j so that Vj contains the image of  since fVigi2N covers UK . Then
�0 and the homotopy H 0 witness that f is a G–global equivalence.

Remark 3.6 When defining G–global equivalences, we could have decided to look at
all subgroups instead of only the graph subgroups of K�G. This would give a strictly
smaller class of G–global equivalences.

We consider only the graph subgroups because between G–free orthogonal spaces, the
graph subgroups tell the whole story, since the fixed points of any nongraph subgroup
are empty. This means that looking at this bigger class of G–global equivalences is
enough for the proof of Theorem 4.11. It also leads to Theorem 4.14, which states
that a map f of operads in .Spc;�/ gives a Quillen equivalence if and only if each fn

is a †n–global equivalence in the sense of the graph subgroups, even if the operads
themselves are not †n–free.

The G–global equivalences are in fact a part of a model structure on GSpc, which we
call the G–global model structure. We include in this section the basic facts about
G–global equivalences, as well as the results about G–global equivalences that are
most relevant to the proofs of Section 4. We relegate the construction of this G–global
model structure to the appendix.

The characterization of G–global equivalences given by Proposition 3.4 makes it simple
to check the following general properties of G–global equivalences.

Lemma 3.7 For compact Lie groups G and H we have the following properties:

(i) 2-out-of-6 Consider three composable morphisms of G–orthogonal spaces f ,
g and h. If g ıf and hıg are G–global equivalences , then f , g, h and hıg ıf

are G–global equivalences.

(ii) A retract of a G–global equivalence is a G–global equivalence.

(iii) If f W X ! Y is a G–global equivalence and g is homotopic to f through
morphisms of G–orthogonal spaces , then g is a G–global equivalence.

(iv) For a G–orthogonal space X , and an H–global equivalence f W Y !Z between
H–orthogonal spaces , the morphism X �f is a .G�H /–global equivalence.

(v) For a G–global equivalence f WX!Y and an H–global equivalence f 0 WX 0!Y 0,
the morphism f �f 0 is a .G�H /–global equivalence.
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(vi) For a G–global equivalence f W X ! Y and a continuous homomorphism
� WH!G the restriction ��f is an H–global equivalence.

Proof Let K be a compact Lie group and fVigi2N an exhaustive sequence of K–
representations.

(i) By Proposition 3.4 the maps

teli.gıf /.Vi/D teli g.Vi/ı teli f .Vi/ and teli.hıg/.Vi/D teli h.Vi/ı teli g.Vi/

are F.K;G/–equivalences. Since the class of F.K;G/–equivalences satisfies the 2-
out-of-6 property, by Proposition 3.4 again we obtain that f , g, h and h ı g ı f are
G–global equivalences.

(ii) As before, if g is a retract of f then teli g.Vi/ is a retract of teli f .Vi/, and
F.K;G/–equivalences are closed under retracts.

(iii) If H W X � Œ0; 1� ! Y is a homotopy through morphisms of G–orthogonal
spaces then it induces a homotopy through .K�G/–equivariant maps on mapping
telescopes. Since a map .K�G/–homotopic to an F.K;G/–equivalence is an F.K;G/–
equivalence, we see that g is also a G–global equivalence.

(iv) The canonical map

teli.X �Y /.Vi/! teli X.Vi/� teli Y .Vi/

is a .K�G�H /–equivalence. Consider a graph subgroup �� 2F.K;G�H / associated
to a homomorphism �. Let �G WG�H!G and �H WG�H!H denote the respective
projections. Then

.teli X.Vi/� teli f .Vi//
�� Š teli X.Vi/

��Gı� � teli f .Vi/
��H ı�

where ��H ı� is the graph subgroup associated to �H ı �. Since teli f .Vi/ is an
F.K;H /–equivalence, teli X.Vi/� teli f .Vi/ is an F.K;G�H /–equivalence and by
the 2-out-of-6 property so is teli.X �f /.Vi/.

(v) We have f � f 0 D .Y � f 0/ ı .f �X 0/ and each of these is a .G�H /–global
equivalence by (iv).

(vi) Consider a graph subgroup �� 2 F.K;H / associated to a homomorphism �.
Then

.teli ��f .Vi//
�� D .��.teli f .Vi///

�� D .teli f .Vi//
��ı�

which is a weak homotopy equivalence.
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We now turn to the box product of G–orthogonal spaces, to check that it preserves
G–global equivalences. The box product of orthogonal spaces is fully homotopical with
respect to the global equivalences; that is, the box product of two global equivalences
is a global equivalence, and this does not require any cofibrancy assumptions on the
morphisms or the orthogonal spaces involved. Our goal is to check that the box product
is also fully homotopical with respect to the G–global equivalences.

Given compact Lie groups G and H , a G–orthogonal space X and an H–orthogonal
space Y , X � Y has a canonical action by G �H , and so does X � Y . The natural
morphism �X ;Y of Remark 2.8 is .G�H /–equivariant. By [22, Theorem 1.3.2(i)] this
�X ;Y is a global equivalence of underlying orthogonal spaces. We now adapt that proof
to show that it is additionally a .G�H /–global equivalence. We start with a technical
lemma.

Lemma 3.8 Given F W L! L a continuous endofunctor , a natural transformation
� W Id ) F , and a G–orthogonal space X , the morphism X ı � W X ! X ı F is a
G–global equivalence.

Proof We use the fact that for each compact Lie group K and each K–representation V ,
the two embeddings

F.�V /; �F.V / W F.V /! F.F.V //

are homotopic relative to �V W V ! F.V / through K–equivariant linear isometric
embeddings. This is shown in the proof of the equivalent result where X is just an
orthogonal space in [22, Theorem 1.1.10].

Given a compact Lie group K, a K–representation V , a graph subgroup � 2 F.K;G/

and a lifting problem .˛; ˇ/ as in the following diagram, the linear isometric embedding
�V and the map ˇ together witness that X ı � is a G–global equivalence:

@Dl X.V /� X.F.V //�

Dl X.F.V //� X.F.F.V ///�

˛

il X .�V /
�

X .�V /
�

X .�F.V //
�

ˇ

X .F.�V //
�

The upper left trapezoid commutes by construction. For the lower right triangle,
F.�V / and �F.V / are homotopic through K–equivariant linear isometric embeddings,
therefore X.F.�V // and X.�F.V // are homotopic through .K�G/–equivariant maps,
and X.F.�V //

� and X.�F.V //
� are homotopic. Since the original homotopy was
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relative to �V , and ˇıil DX.�V /
� ı˛, the obtained homotopy between X.F.�V //

� ıˇ

and X.�F.V //
� ıˇ is relative il . Thus X ı � is a G–global equivalence.

Proposition 3.9 Given a G–orthogonal space X and an H–orthogonal space Y , the
morphism of .G�H /–orthogonal spaces �X ;Y is a .G�H /–global equivalence.

Proof Consider the endofunctor sh W L! L that sends V to V ˚ V . We have two
natural transformations, �1; �2 W Id) sh, given by the embeddings into the first and
second factor respectively. We also denote by sh the functor of orthogonal spaces given
by precomposing with sh, sh.X /DX ı sh.

The universal bimorphism i that exhibits X �Y as the box product of X and Y gives
a morphism of orthogonal spaces � WX �Y ! sh.X �Y / through the maps

iV;V WX.V /�Y .V /! .X �Y /.V ˚V /D .sh.X �Y //.V /:

We need to check that � ı �X ;Y and sh.�X ;Y / ı� in the diagram

X �Y
�X;Y
��!X �Y

�
�! sh.X �Y /

sh.�X;Y /
�����! sh.X �Y /

are .G�H /–global equivalences, and then we can use Lemma 3.7(i), the 2-out-of-6
property, to obtain that �X ;Y is a .G�H /–global equivalence.

We have that sh.�X ;Y / ı� evaluated at V is the same as the map associated to �X ;Y

at level .V;V / given in (2) of Remark 2.8, by the constructions of � and �X ;Y . This
means that

sh.�X ;Y / ı�DX.�1/�Y .�2/;

where each morphism on the right is a G–global equivalence or an H–global equivalence
respectively by Lemma 3.8, and so their product is a .G�H /–global equivalence by
Lemma 3.7(v).

Next we use that � ı �X ;Y is homotopic through .G�H /–equivariant morphisms to
.X �Y /.�1/, since the homotopy between them given in the proof of [22, Theorem
1.3.2(i)] is through .G�H /–equivariant morphisms. Additionally .X � Y /.�1/ is a
.G�H /–global equivalence by Lemma 3.8, so by Lemma 3.7(iii) �ı�X ;Y is a .G�H /–
global equivalence.

Corollary 3.10 For a G–global equivalence f WX ! Y and an H–global equivalence
f 0 WX 0! Y 0, the morphism f � f 0 is a .G�H /–global equivalence. If H DG then
f � f 0 is a G–global equivalence. Therefore for any X 2 GSpc, the functor X ��
preserves G–global equivalences.
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Proof First,
�Y;Y 0 ı .f �f 0/D .f �f 0/ ı �X ;X 0 ;

and �Y;Y 0 and �X ;X 0 are .G�H /–global equivalences by Proposition 3.9. Since f �f 0

is also a .G�H /–global equivalence by Lemma 3.7(v), by the 2-out-of-6 property so
is f �f 0.

If H DG, by restricting along the diagonal homomorphism � WG!G �G and using
Lemma 3.7(vi), we obtain that f �f 0 is a G–global equivalence and therefore X ��
preserves G–global equivalences.

Now we proceed with a technical lemma which we use to prove the two subsequent
propositions. The first one discusses what happens to G–global equivalences between
G–free orthogonal spaces when taking orbits, if G is finite. The second one shows that
G–global equivalences are preserved by inducing from a finite subgroup.

Lemma 3.11 Let H be a finite group and K and G compact Lie groups. Assume
that we have equivariant maps of .K�G�H /–spaces f WX ! Y and g W Y !Z such
that Z is Hausdorff and H–free. Then the map on orbits f=H W X=H ! Y=H is an
F.K;G/–equivalence if and only if f is an F.K;G�H /–equivalence.

Proof First note that since Z is H–free, so are X and Y . For any graph subgroup
�� 2F.K;G/ given by a continuous homomorphism � WL!G, [22, Proposition B.17]
gives a natural homeomorphism for X , Y and Z,a

Œ �

X� =C. /! .X=H /�� :

The disjoint union on the left is indexed by the conjugacy classes of continuous
homomorphisms  W �� !H . Here C. / denotes the centralizer of the image of  
in H .

Fix a graph subgroup �� 2 F.K;G/. A homomorphism  W �� !H , as a subgroup
of K �G �H , has elements .k; �.k/;  .k; �.k// for k 2 L, so � 2 F.K;G �H /.
Conversely, for a graph subgroup � 2 F.K;G �H /, let � be the homomorphism
�G ı WL!G where �G WG�H!G is the projection. Then � is a graph subgroup
of �� �H , so that  can be seen as a homomorphism ��!H .

Therefore the map on orbits f=H is an F.K;G/–equivalence if and only if for each
� 2 F.K;G �H / the map f � =C. / is a weak homotopy equivalence.
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For each � 2 F.K;G �H /, the centralizer of the image of  , C. /�H , is finite.
Additionally, Z� is C. /–free and a subspace of Z, so Hausdorff. Therefore the
C. /–action on Z� is properly discontinuous, and since f � and g� are C. /–
equivariant, the C. /–actions on X� and Y � are also properly discontinuous.

This means that

X� !X� =C. / and Y � ! Y � =C. /

are covering maps, and since f � is C. /–equivariant, it induces a map of coverings.
Then we consider the long exact sequence of homotopy groups for these covering maps.
We obtain that f � =C. / is a weak homotopy equivalence if and only if f � is a
weak homotopy equivalence. For �n for n� 2 this can be seen by using the five lemma
and for �0 and �1 it can be checked explicitly.

Thus we finally obtain that f=H is an F.K;G/–equivalence if and only if f is an
F.K;G�H /–equivalence.

This next proposition is similar to [21, Lemma 8.1].

Proposition 3.12 Let H be a finite group and G a compact Lie group. Consider
two morphisms of .G�H /–orthogonal spaces f WX ! Y and g W Y !Z, where for
Z we know that for each inner product space V the space Z.V / is Hausdorff and
H–free. Then f=H W X=H ! Y=H is a G–global equivalence if and only if f is a
.G�H /–global equivalence.

Proof By Proposition 3.4 we know that f=H W X=H ! Y=H is a G–global equiv-
alence if and only if for each compact Lie group K and exhaustive sequence of
K–representations fVigi2N the map

teli f=H.Vi/ W teli X=H.Vi/! teli Y=H.Vi/

is an F.K;G/–equivalence.

Taking H–orbits commutes with colimits and product with Œ0; 1�, so it commutes with
taking mapping telescopes. Therefore teli f=H.Vi/ Š teli f .Vi/=H . Now f and g

induce .K�G�H /–equivariant maps on mapping telescopes

teli X.Vi/
teli f .Vi /
�����! teli Y .Vi/

teli g.Vi /
�����! teli Z.Vi/:

Since each Z.V / is Hausdorff and H–free, so is teli Z.Vi/. By Proposition 3.4 again f
is a .G�H /–global equivalence if and only if teli f .Vi/ is an F.K;G�H /–equivalence
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for each K and fVigi2N . By Lemma 3.11 teli f .Vi/=H is an F.K;G/–equivalence if
and only if teli f .Vi/ is an F.K;G�H /–equivalence, which yields the result.

Proposition 3.13 For a compact Lie group G, a finite subgroup H � G, and an
H–global equivalence f WX ! Y , the morphism G �H f is a G–global equivalence.

Proof We first need to check that G � f is a .G�H /–global equivalence, for the
action where G acts on the left on the G factor, and H acts both on the right on the G

factor and on the left on the f factor.

Consider a compact Lie group K and an exhaustive sequence of K–representations
fVigi2N . The functor G �� commutes with colimits and the functor �� Œ0; 1�, so
it commutes with taking mapping telescopes. Therefore it suffices to check that
G � teli f .Vi/ is an F.K;G�H /–equivalence.

For any graph subgroup �� 2 F.K;G �H /, the image of �� under the projection

�K�H WK �G �H !K �H

is the graph subgroup ��H ı� . Therefore

.teli f .Vi//
�� D .teli f .Vi//

��H ı� ;

and the latter is a weak homotopy equivalence since teli f .Vi/ is an F.K;H /–equiva-
lence. Then

.G � teli f .Vi//
�� DG�� � teli f .Vi/

��

is also a weak homotopy equivalence.

Lastly, the projection G�Y !G is a .G�H /–equivariant map, where again G acts on
G on the left and H acts on the right on G and on the left on Y . With this action G is
H–free and Hausdorff, so by Proposition 3.12, G �H f is a G–global equivalence.

In the appendix we further explore some more technical aspects of G–orthogonal
spaces. In particular, we construct the G–global model structure on GSpc. The G–flat
cofibrations are the cofibrations of this model structure. However for our admissibility
results on operads in Spc we need to work with a bigger class of morphisms than that
of the G–flat cofibrations. This is why we now introduce the class of G–h–cofibrations
of GSpc. In the appendix we also study the compatibility of G–global equivalences
and G–h–cofibrations.

The category GSpc is tensored over Top. Thus we can define what a homotopy of
morphisms of G–orthogonal spaces is in the usual way using the interval. We can also
similarly define what a G–homotopy equivalence of G–orthogonal spaces is.
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Definition 3.14 (G–h–cofibration) A morphism in GSpc is an h–cofibration if it has
the homotopy extension property. A morphism f WX ! Y has the homotopy extension
property if and only if there is a retraction in GSpc for the induced morphism

X � Œ0; 1�[X Y ! Y � Œ0; 1�:

We call these morphisms the G–h–cofibrations.

Lemma 3.15 The class of G–h–cofibrations is closed under coproducts , transfinite
compositions , cobase changes and retracts. Additionally each G–flat cofibration is a
G–h–cofibration.

Proof On a category tensored and cotensored over Top the h–cofibrations can be
equivalently defined as those morphisms that have the left lifting property with respect
to ev0 WX

Œ0;1�!X for all objects X ; see [22, Definition A.28]. This shows the first part.

The G–level model structure for GSpc that we construct in Theorem A.2 is topological,
and all objects are fibrant so by [22, Corollary A.30(iii)] each G–flat cofibration is a
G–h–cofibration.

Lemma 3.16 Let G be a compact Lie group.

(i) Consider a closed normal subgroup H � G. For a G–h–cofibration of G–
orthogonal spaces f WX ! Y , the morphism on orbits f=H WX=H ! Y=H is a
.G=H /–h–cofibration.

(ii) Consider a continuous homomorphism ˛ WH !G between compact Lie groups.
For a G–h–cofibration of G–orthogonal spaces f WX ! Y , the morphism

˛�f W ˛�.X /! ˛�.Y /

is an H–h–cofibration.

(iii) Consider a compact Lie group H and an H–orthogonal space Z. For a G–h–
cofibration of G–orthogonal spaces f WX!Y , the morphisms Z�f and Z�f

are .H�G/–h–cofibrations.

(iv) Consider a closed subgroup H �G. For an H–h–cofibration of H–orthogonal
spaces f W X ! Y , the morphism G �H f W G �H X ! G �H Y is a G–h–
cofibration.

Proof (i) Suppose that we have a retraction in GSpc

r W Y � Œ0; 1�!X � Œ0; 1�[X Y:

Taking orbits commutes with pushouts and the product with Œ0; 1�.
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Thus the morphism

r=H W Y=H � Œ0; 1�! .X � Œ0; 1�[X Y /=H ŠX=H � Œ0; 1�[X=H Y=H

is the retraction that witnesses that f=H is a G=H–h–cofibration.

(ii) As before, the functor ˛� commutes with pushouts and the product with Œ0; 1�, and
the morphism ˛�r is the retraction that witnesses that ˛�f is an H–h–cofibration.

(iii) The functors Z�� and Z �� commute with pushouts and the product with
Œ0; 1�. The .H�G/–equivariant morphisms Z� r and Z � r witness that Z� f and
Z �f are .H�G/–h–cofibrations respectively.

(iv) This follows from (i), (ii) and (iii).

4 Main results for operads in .Spc; �/

4.1 Lifting the positive global model structure to Alg.O/

In this subsection, our goal is to prove Theorem 4.11, that states that any operad in
.Spc;�/ is admissible. By this we mean that for any operad O in .Spc;�/, the positive
global model structure on Spc lifts through UAlg.O/ W Alg.O/! Spc to give a model
structure on Alg.O/.

The condition that we need to check to obtain that any operad is admissible is the
following.

Condition 4.1 For any Z 2 †nSpc and any generating cofibration i of Spc, the
morphism Z �†n

i�n is an h–cofibration. For any Z 2 †nSpc and any generating
acyclic cofibration j of Spc, the morphism Z�†n

j�n is an h–cofibration and a global
equivalence.

Note that the fact that we consider any possible Z here is crucial in removing any
cofibrancy assumptions on the operad. The symbol � denotes the pushout product of
two morphisms and i�n denotes the nth iterated pushout product of i with itself.

Remark 4.2 Condition 4.1 is strongly related to the property named symmetric h–
monoidality defined in [20, Definition 4.2.4]. Note that there are two different definitions
of h–cofibrations in the literature. The one used in [20] and [19] was first given in [2,
Definition 1.1], and it is weaker than the definition we used for Spc and GSpc.

The property of Spc being symmetric h–monoidal is not directly related to Condition 4.1;
however the spirit of it is the same. In [19, Theorem 5.11] it is proven that in a category
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which satisfies certain technical assumptions and is symmetric h–monoidal each operad
is admissible. Using Condition 4.1 instead of symmetric h–monoidality simplifies
some arguments in the case of orthogonal spaces. Most of this subsection is dedicated
to checking Condition 4.1.

First of all, in order to check Condition 4.1 we should give an explicit description
of the generating (acyclic) cofibrations of the positive global model structure on Spc.
They can also be obtained from the generating (acyclic) cofibrations of the G–global
model structure described in Theorem A.2 and Construction A.14 by setting G D e

and adding everywhere the requirement that V ¤ 0 (this V ¤ 0 requirement is the
difference between the positive global model structure and the global model structure).

Remark 4.3 (generating (acyclic) cofibrations of the positive global model structure)
In Spc we have a semifree orthogonal space for each compact Lie group G and each
G–representation V , given by LG;V D L.V;�/=G. This semifree orthogonal space
is the representing object for the functor .�/.V /G given by evaluating at V and then
taking G–fixed points.

Recall that il denotes the boundary map il W @D
l!Dl in Top, for each l � 0. Similarly,

let jl denote the inclusion jl W D
l Š Dl � f0g ! Dl � Œ0; 1� for l � 0. We use this

notation throughout the paper.

The morphisms in I, the generating cofibrations of the positive global model structure,
are of the form LG;V � il for a compact Lie group G, a faithful G–representation
V ¤ 0, and l � 0.

The generating acyclic cofibrations are J[K, where morphisms in J are of the form
LG;V � jl for a compact Lie group G, a faithful G–representation V ¤ 0, and
l � 0. Morphisms in K are of the form ��G;V;W

� il for a compact Lie group G,
a faithful G–representation V ¤ 0, a G–representation W , and l � 0. The morphism
�G;V;W W LG;V˚W ! LG;V is given by restriction to V , and ��G;V;W

is the mapping
cylinder inclusion of �G;V;W .

The generating acyclic cofibrations in the set K are more complex. Before checking
Condition 4.1 for them, we need to prove several auxiliary lemmas. We first deal with
the case of the morphisms in I and J.

Proposition 4.4 Let K be a compact Lie group , n � 1, and let Z be a .K�†n/–
orthogonal space. For a generating cofibration i 2 I, the morphism Z �†n

i�n is a
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K–h–cofibration. For a generating acyclic cofibration j in the set J, the morphism
Z�†n

j�n is a K–h–cofibration and a K–global equivalence.

Remark 4.5 This proposition is stated in more generality than Condition 4.1 so that
we can also use it later in the proof of Theorem 4.14.

Proof Let i DLG;V � il 2 I. Then

Z� i�n
DZ�L�n

G;V � i�n
l ;

which is a .K�†n/–h–cofibration because i�n
l

is a †n–h–cofibration of †n–spaces.
Then by Lemma 3.16(i) Z�†n

i�n is a K–h–cofibration.

Let j DLG;V � jl 2 J. By the same argument as before we obtain that Z�†n
j�n is

a K–h–cofibration. Since j�n
l

is a †n–homotopy equivalence of †n–spaces, we also
obtain that Z�L�n

G;V
�j�n

l
is a .K�†n/–homotopy equivalence of orthogonal spaces,

so Z�†n
j�n is a K–homotopy equivalence. Therefore it is a K–level equivalence,

and thus a K–global equivalence.

Proposition 4.6 Let f W X ! Y be a morphism of orthogonal spaces such that for
each n� 1 the morphism f �n is a†n–global equivalence , and such that for each n� 1

the morphism f �n is a †n–h–cofibration. Then for each n� 1 the morphism f �n is a
†n–global equivalence.

Proof We use strong induction. For the base case, f �1 D f �1 D f is a global
equivalence.

Assume that the result holds for each i < n. We decompose f �n by applying [21,
Lemma A.8] to the pushout diagram given by X DX ! Y , obtaining

X�n
DQn

0.f /!Qn
1.f /! � � � !Qn

n�1.f /
f�n

��!Qn
n.f /D Y�n:

Note that the last step of this decomposition is precisely f �n. In the rest of this
article we also use Qn

n�1
.f / to denote the source of the n–fold pushout product of f ,

following the notation of [21], originally introduced in [7, Section 12].

For each step 1� i < n there is a †n–equivariant pushout diagram of orthogonal spaces

†n �†n�i�†i
X�n�i �Qi

i�1
.f / †n �†n�i�†i

X�n�i �Y �i

Qn
i�1
.f / Qn

i .f /

†n�†n�i�†i
X �n�i�f�i

p
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By Corollary 3.10 and the induction hypothesis, X�n�i�f �i is a .†n�i�†i/–global
equivalence. Then by Proposition 3.13,

†n �†n�i�†i
X�n�i �f �i

is a †n–global equivalence. Additionally by Lemma 3.16 it is a †n–h–cofibration.

By Corollary A.9 this means that Qn
i�1
.f /!Qn

i .f / is a †n–global equivalence for
each 1� i < n. Since so is f �n, by the 2-out-of-6 property for†n–global equivalences
f �n is a †n–global equivalence.

Lemma 4.7 For f WX ! Y a homotopy equivalence between orthogonal spaces and
n � 1, the morphism f �n is a †n–homotopy equivalence of orthogonal spaces , and
therefore a †n–global equivalence.

Proof Let g W Y !X be a homotopy inverse to f and H a homotopy between f ıg

and IdX . Then for each n� 1,

H�n
ı .X�n

��/ WX�n
� Œ0; 1�! Y�n

is a †n–equivariant homotopy between .f ıg/�n and Id�n
X , where � W Œ0; 1�! Œ0; 1�n

is the diagonal. The same can be done for g ıf .

Then we obtain that f �n is a †n–homotopy equivalence. Therefore it is a †n–level
equivalence, and thus a †n–global equivalence.

Proposition 4.8 For each generating acyclic cofibration k 2 K, the morphism k�n

is a †n–h–cofibration. Concretely, let G be a compact Lie group , consider a faithful
G–representation V ¤ 0, a G–representation W , n� 1 and l � 0. Let ��G;V;W

be the
morphism given in Remark 4.3. Then k�n D .��G;V;W

� il/
�n is a †n–h–cofibration.

In particular , since ��G;V;W
� i0 D ��G;V;W

, we get that ��n
�G;V;W

is a †n–h–cofibration.

Proof Consider the decomposition of ��G;V;W
given by g ı iLG;V˚W

in the diagram

LG;V˚W LG;V˚W qLG;V M�G;V;W

LG;V˚W qLG;V˚W LG;V˚W � Œ0; 1�

iLG;V˚W g

x

LG;V˚W �i1

We use results from [10] that deal with the interaction between the pushout product
and operations on morphisms like composition and cobase change. The structure of
this proof is convoluted because in general we cannot prove that the pushout product
of two †n–h–cofibrations is a †n–h–cofibration. This forces us to carry the �� i�n

l
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term around. We also have to decompose .��G;V;W
� il/

�n into simpler morphisms
which we can prove to be †n–h–cofibrations, using cobase changes and compositions,
because these operations preserve the class of †n–h–cofibrations.

By [10, Lemma 15] we can decompose ��n
�G;V;W

into f0 ıf1 ı � � � ıfn. Here for each
0� j � n, the morphism fj is a †n–equivariant cobase change of

†n �†n�j�†j g�n�j � i
�j
LG;V˚W

:

By [10, Lemma 17] we can write ��n
�G;V;W

� i�n
l

as f 0
0
ıf 0

1
ı � � � ıf 0n, where each f 0j is

a cobase change of fj � i�n
l

.

We also have [10, Lemma 13], which states that for any h0 if a morphism h1 is a cobase
change of h2, then h1 � h0 is a cobase change of h2 � h0. By iterating this result,
and using the associativity of the pushout product, we obtain that g�n�j is a cobase
change of .LG;V˚W � i1/

�n�j . Similarly i
�j
LG;V˚W

is a cobase change of ∅!L
�j
G;V

.
Furthermore these cobase changes can be checked to be through equivariant maps.

Note that i
�n�j
1

Š in�j . For each 0� j � n we can apply [10, Lemma 13] again to
obtain that g�n�j � i

�j
LG;V˚W

is a .†n�j�†j /–equivariant cobase change of

.L
�n�j
G;V˚W

� i
�n�j
1

/� .∅!L
�j
G;V

/ŠL
�n�j
G;V˚W

�L
�j
G;V
� in�j :

We want to check that for each 0� j � n,

(3) .†n �†n�j�†j .L
�n�j
G;V˚W

�L
�j
G;V
� in�j //� i�n

l

is a †n–h–cofibration. As a morphism of .†n�†n/–orthogonal spaces, this is isomor-
phic to

†n �†n�j�†j ..L
�n�j
G;V˚W

�L
�j
G;V
� in�j /� i�n

l /:

The map in�j � i�n
l
Š in�jCln is a .†n�j�†n/–h–cofibration of spaces. Therefore

by Lemma 3.16,
L
�n�j
G;V˚W

�L
�j
G;V
� .in�j � i�n

l /

is a .†n�j�†j�†n/–h–cofibration and the morphism (3) is a †n–h–cofibration.

Recall that for each 0� j � n the morphism g�n�j � i
�j
LG;V˚W

is a cobase change of

L
�n�j
G;V˚W

�L
�j
G;V
� in�j :

Thus applying [10, Lemma 13] again we obtain that fj � i�n
l

is a cobase change of
(3) so it is also a †n–h–cofibration. We are using the fact that the induction functor
†n �†n�j�†j � preserves pushouts.
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Finally, each f 0j was a cobase change of fj � i�n
l

, so it is also a †n–h–cofibration.
Thus their composition

k�n
D .��G;V;W

� il/
�n
D ��n

�G;V;W
� i�n

l

is a †n–h–cofibration.

Proposition 4.9 For each generating acyclic cofibration k 2 K, the morphism k�n is a
†n–global equivalence.

Proof The generating acyclic cofibration k is of the form ��G;V;W
� il for a compact

Lie group G, a faithful G–representation V ¤ 0, a G–representation W , and l � 0.

We first check that
��n

G;V;W WL
�n
G;V˚W !L�n

G;V

is a †n–global equivalence. By [22, Example 1.3.3] the orthogonal space L�n
G;V

is
isomorphic to LGn;V n and thus closed. The .†n oG/–representation V n is faithful, so
for each compact Lie group K by [22, Proposition 1.1.26(ii)] the restriction map

�V n;W n.UK / WL.V
n
˚W n;UK /!L.V n;UK /

is a .K � .†n oG//–homotopy equivalence. Using that

L.V n;UK /Š colim
V 02s.UK /

L.V n;V 0/

and the fact that �=Gn preserves colimits, we can obtain that

��n
G;V;W .UK /Š �V n;W n.UK /=Gn

is a .K�†n/–homotopy equivalence. Therefore ��n
G;V;W

.UK / is an F.K; †n/–equiva-
lence, and so ��n

G;V;W
is a †n–global equivalence.

Now we use the mapping cylinder to decompose �G;V;W as ��G;V;W
ı ��G;V;W

. Since
��G;V;W

is a homotopy equivalence, by Lemma 4.7 ��n
�G;V;W

is a†n–global equivalence,
and then so is ��n

�G;V;W
.

We use Propositions 4.6 and 4.8 to obtain that for each n� 1 the morphism ��n
�G;V;W

is
a †n–global equivalence. Finally, by Corollary A.10 and Proposition 4.8 again, we get
that k�n D ��n

�G;V;W
� i�n

l
is a †n–global equivalence.

Proposition 4.10 Let n� 1 and let Z be a †n–orthogonal space. For each generating
acyclic cofibration k 2 K, the morphism Z�†n

k�n is an h–cofibration and a global
equivalence.
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Proof First,
Z� k�n

DZ� .��G;V;W
� il/

�n

is a †n–h–cofibration by Proposition 4.8, and a †n–global equivalence by Proposition
4.9 and Corollary 3.10.

Consider the †n–orthogonal space L�n
G;V
Š LGn;V n . For each inner product space

U the group Gn acts freely (since V is faithful), smoothly and properly (since Gn is
compact) on L.V n;U /, as long as jU j � jV jn. Therefore

LGn;V n.U /DL.V n;U /=Gn

is Hausdorff; and since V n is a faithful †n–representation, L�n
G;V

.U /ŠLGn;V n.U /

is also †n–free.

If jU j< jV jn then L.V n;U / is empty, so in particular LGn;V n.U / is still Hausdorff
and †n–free.

The morphism ��G;V;W
induces a †n–equivariant map of orthogonal spaces from the

target of Z�k�n to ��L�n
G;V
��, and so by Proposition 3.12 Z�†n

k�n is a global
equivalence. It is an h–cofibration by Lemma 3.16(i).

Note that the fact that L�n
G;V

.U / is †n–free in this last proof is important. It lets us
avoid the assumption that the components On of the operad O are †n–free in the
following theorem.

Theorem 4.11 Let O be any operad in .Spc;�/ the category of orthogonal spaces ,
with the positive global model structure and the symmetric monoidal structure given
by the box product. Then there is a cofibrantly generated model category structure on
Alg.O/, the category of algebras over O, where the forgetful functor UAlg.O/ creates the
weak equivalences and fibrations , and sends cofibrations in Alg.O/ to h–cofibrations
in Spc.

Proof Let Hcof be the class of h–cofibrations in Spc. It satisfies conditions (a), (b)
and (c) of Theorem 2.2 by Lemma 3.15, Lemma A.16, and Corollary A.12 respectively,
with G D e in all of them.

Consider a morphism i WX ! Y in Spc and a pushout in Alg.O/ of the form

FAlg.O/.X / FAlg.O/.Y /

A B

FAlg.O/.i/

f p
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We use the filtration of [21, Proposition A.16], originally introduced in the proof of
[7, Theorem 12.4], with k D 0, where U O

0
D UAlg.O/. We obtain a decomposition of

UAlg.O/.f / as the infinite composition of morphisms

fn W Pn�1UAlg.O/.B/! PnUAlg.O/.B/

for n � 1, with P0UAlg.O/.B/D UAlg.O/.A/. For each n � 1, [21, Proposition A.16]
gives the following pushout in Spc:

U O
n .A/�†n

Qn
n�1

.i/ U O
n .A/�†n

.Y /�n

Pn�1U O
0
.B/ PnU O

0
.B/

U O
n .A/�†n i�n

fn
p

Both the class Hcof , and the class of morphisms in Spc which are both h–cofibrations
and global equivalences, are closed under infinite composition and cobase change (see
the results of the appendix). Propositions 4.4 and 4.10 imply that if i is a generating
cofibration U O

n .A/�†n
i�n is an h–cofibration, and if i is a generating acyclic cofibra-

tion then U O
n .A/�†n

i�n is an h–cofibration and global equivalence. Therefore all the
conditions of Theorem 2.2 hold, and Alg.O/ is a cofibrantly generated model category
where UAlg.O/ creates the weak equivalences and fibrations. Furthermore UAlg.O/ sends
cofibrations in Alg.O/ to h–cofibrations in Spc.

4.2 Characterizing which morphisms of operads induce Quillen
equivalences

We study now morphisms of operads and the associated functors between their respective
categories of algebras, with the goal of classifying which morphisms of operads in
orthogonal spaces induce Quillen equivalences between the respective categories of
algebras.

Consider for now a general symmetric monoidal category .C;˝;�/, where the tensor
product preserves all colimits in both variables. Let g W O ! P be a morphism of
operads, understood as a morphism of monoids in .†�–C; ı/. The morphism g induces
an adjoint pair of functors

g! W Alg.O/ �*)� Alg.P/ Wg�;

called the extension functor and the restriction functor respectively. The specific details
can be found in [9, Section 3.3.5] for example.
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We use � W F.O/) F.P/ to denote the natural transformation induced by g between
the monads F.O/ and F.P/, associated to the operads O and P respectively. For X an
algebra over P , we use �X W F.P/.X /!X to denote its structure map. Then g�.X /

is just X with structure map �X ı �X . Additionally, since UAlg.O/ ıg� D UAlg.P/, we
have that g! ıFAlg.O/ is left adjoint to UAlg.P/, so it is naturally isomorphic to FAlg.P/.
This is the only information about the extension functor that we need.

For the proof of Theorem 4.14 we need to consider again the functors U O
k

for k � 0

from [21, Proposition 10.1], originally introduced in the proof of [7, Theorem 12.4].
The functor U O

k
goes from Alg.O/ to †kC, the category of †k–objects in C, and

U O
0
D UAlg.O/.

Construction 4.12 Let O and P be two operads, and let g be a morphism of operads
g W O! P . For a general O–algebra X , a P–algebra Y , and a map of O–algebras
 WX ! g�.Y /, we construct certain maps

gk; W U
O
k .X /! U P

k .Y /

in †kC for each k � 0, in a way that is natural in  and preserves filtered colimits. It is
important to note that the morphism gk; is not U O

k
. / unless k D 0. In fact, U O

k
ıg�

is not U P
k

for k ¤ 0, so gk; and U O
k
. / do not have the same target for k ¤ 0.

Consider the functors
O.�; k/ W C!†kC

constructed in [21, Section A.9], which for an operad O and k � 0 are given by

O.X; k/D
a
n2N

O.nC k/˝†n
X˝n:

Note that O.�; 0/DF.O/. The construction of the functors U O
k

in [21, Definition A.10]
is given by the coequalizer

O.O.X; 0/; k/
@0

@1

�!
�!O.X; k/! U O

k .X /:

The morphism of operads g and the map of O–algebras  together induce a †k–
equivariant morphism of coequalizer diagrams. The induced morphism between the
coequalizers U O

k
.X / and U P

k
.Y / is our desired gk; .

This construction preserves filtered colimits because tensor powers preserve them, and
thus so do the functors O.�; k/.
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Now we restrict ourselves to the case of operads in .Spc;�/, where we have the model
structures on Alg.O/ obtained in Theorem 4.11.

Proposition 4.13 For any morphism g WO! P of operads in .Spc;�/, the restriction
functor g� preserves and reflects fibrations and weak equivalences. Thus the pair
.g!;g

�/ is a Quillen adjunction.

Proof The functors UAlg.O/ and UAlg.P/ preserve and reflect fibrations and weak
equivalences, and UAlg.O/ ıg� D UAlg.P/.

Theorem 4.14 Let g WO! P be a morphism of operads in .Spc;�/, the category of
orthogonal spaces , with the positive global model structure and the symmetric monoidal
structure given by the box product. Then the induced adjunction .g!;g

�/ is a Quillen
equivalence between the respective categories of algebras if and only if for each n� 0

the morphism gn WOn! Pn is a †n–global equivalence.

Proof The right adjoint g� preserves and reflects weak equivalences. Therefore the
pair .g!;g

�/ is a Quillen equivalence if and only if for each cofibrant A 2 Alg.O/ the
unit �A WA! g�.g!.A// is a weak equivalence in Alg.O/, that is, a global equivalence
of underlying orthogonal spaces (see for example [8, Lemma 3.3] for a proof).

We first assume that each gn is a †n–global equivalence, and check that for each
cofibrant A 2 Alg.O/ the unit �A WA! g�.g!.A// is a global equivalence.

First assume that the cofibrant algebra A is the colimit of a �–sequence of morphisms
ffˇgˇ2� beginning at A0 D O0, for a limit ordinal �. Note that the initial object
of Alg.O/ is O0, since it is FAlg.O/.∅/. Assume that each fˇ is a cobase change of
a morphism of the form FAlg.O/.iˇ/, for iˇ 2 I iˇ W Xˇ ! Yˇ a generating positive
flat cofibration of orthogonal spaces. We want to check that UAlg.O/.�A/ is a global
equivalence.

By evaluating the unit of the adjunction � on the �–sequence that gives rise to A, we
obtain the diagram

A0 DO0 A1 � � � Aˇ � � �

g�.g!.A0// g�.g!.A1// � � � g�.g!.Aˇ// � � �

f0

�A0

f1

�A1

fˇ

�Aˇ

g�.g!.f0// g�.g!.f1/// g�.g!.fˇ//
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We apply UAlg.O/ to the whole diagram. By Theorem 4.11, UAlg.O/ sends cofibrations
to h–cofibrations, so UAlg.O/.fˇ/ is an h–cofibration. The morphism g!.fˇ/ is a
cofibration, so

UAlg.O/.g
�.g!.fˇ///D UAlg.P/.g!.fˇ//

is also an h–cofibration. Since UAlg.O/ preserves filtered colimits, UAlg.O/.�A/ is

colim
ˇ2�

UAlg.O/.�Aˇ /:

We have to check that each UAlg.O/.�Aˇ / is a global equivalence, and for this we follow
the proof of the similar statement in [21, Lemma 9.13]. We prove this by induction, but
we in fact need to work with a stronger property. For each ˇ and each k � 0, let gk;ˇ

be the morphism gk;�Aˇ
given in Construction 4.12. We check by transfinite induction

on ˇ that for each k � 0 the morphism

gk;ˇ W U
O
k .Aˇ/! U P

k .g!.Aˇ//

is a †k–global equivalence. For k D 0 this reduces to our desired result.

The base case concerns A0 D O0 D FAlg.O/.∅/. By [21, Lemma A.13] the †k–
orthogonal space U O

k
.FAlg.O/.∅// is isomorphic to O.∅; k/, and O.∅; k/ equals Ok .

Similarly g!.FAlg.O/.∅// is isomorphic to FAlg.P/.∅/, and then

U P
k .FAlg.P/.∅//Š P.∅; k/D Pk ;

and under these identifications, the morphism gk;0 corresponds to gk , which is a
†k–global equivalence by the condition of the theorem. Remarkably, this is the only
part of the proof where this condition is used.

Then we check the induction step for a successor ordinal ˇC1. For this we use the filtra-
tion of [21, Proposition A.16], originally introduced in the proof of [7, Theorem 12.4],
in the same way that it is used in the proof of [21, Lemma 9.13]:

(4)

U O
k
.Aˇ/D F0U O

k
.AˇC1/ F1U O

k
.AˇC1/ � � �

U P
k
.g!.Aˇ//D F0U P

k
.g!.AˇC1// F1U P

k
.g!.AˇC1// � � �

gk;ˇ

� � � colim
j2N

Fj U O
k
.AˇC1/D U O

k
.AˇC1/

� � � colim
j2N

Fj U P
k
.g!.AˇC1//D U P

k
.g!.AˇC1//

gk;ˇC1
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Assume that for each k � 0 the morphism gk;ˇ is a †k–global equivalence. Each
horizontal map is a cobase change of

U O
jCk.Aˇ/�†j i

�j

ˇ
or U P

jCk.g!.Aˇ//�†j i
�j

ˇ
;

which are †k–h–cofibrations by Proposition 4.4.

Each vertical map is obtained from the previous by the following morphism of pushout
diagrams:

Fj�1U O
k
.AˇC1/ Fj�1U P

k
.g!.AˇC1//

U O
jCk

.Aˇ/�†jQ
j
j�1

.iˇ/ U P
jCk

.g!.Aˇ//�†jQ
j
j�1

.iˇ/

U O
jCk

.Aˇ/�†j .Yˇ/�j U P
jCk

.g!.Aˇ//�†j .Yˇ/�j

U O
jCk

.Aˇ/�†j i
�j
ˇ

gjCk;ˇ�†j
Q
j

j�1
.iˇ/

U P
jCk

.g!.Aˇ//�†j i
�j
ˇ

gjCk;ˇ�†j
.Yˇ/

�j

By the induction hypothesis, the morphism

gjCk;ˇ W U
O

jCk.Aˇ/! U P
jCk.g!.Aˇ//

is a †jCk–global equivalence. Here Yˇ DLG;V � il , so we can project to L
�j
G;V

and
use Corollary 3.10 and Proposition 3.12 as in the proof of Proposition 4.10 to check
that the two rightmost vertical maps are †k–global equivalences.

Then we can use induction on j and the gluing lemma, Lemma A.8, to obtain that each
vertical map of (4) is also a †k–global equivalence. Finally, by Lemma A.11, gk;ˇC1

is a †k–global equivalence.

If ˇ is a limit ordinal, we just need to use Lemma A.11, and the fact that the construction
of gk;ˇ preserves filtered colimits.

We have proven that gk;ˇ is a †k–global equivalence for each k and ˇ. Setting k D 0

we have our original intended result that UAlg.O/.�Aˇ / is a global equivalence for each ˇ.
By Lemma A.11 with G D e the morphism UAlg.O/.�A/ is a global equivalence.

If A 2 Alg.O/ is cofibrant, then it is a retract of an algebra A0 of the kind we were
considering at the beginning of this proof, and the unit �A is a retract of �A0 . Since
retracts preserve weak equivalences, �A is a weak equivalence in Alg.O/. Therefore
.g!;g

�/ is a Quillen equivalence.

We prove the other implication now. Assume that .g!;g
�/ is a Quillen equivalence.

We want to prove that for each n � 0 the morphism gn is a †n–global equivalence.
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Consider the free orthogonal space LR D L.R;�/, which is positively flat. Then
FAlg.O/.LR/ is cofibrant in Alg.O/. Since .g!;g

�/ is a Quillen equivalence the unit

�FAlg.O/.LR/ W FAlg.O/.LR/! g�.g!.FAlg.O/.LR///

is a weak equivalence, so its underlying morphism of orthogonal spaces is a global
equivalence.

The P–algebra g!.FAlg.O/.LR// is naturally isomorphic to FAlg.P/.LR/. After post-
composing �FAlg.O/.LR/ with g� of this isomorphism, we obtain a morphism

FAlg.O/.LR/! g�.FAlg.P/.LR//;

whose underlying morphism of orthogonal spaces is precisely

�LR D

a
n2N

gn�†n
L�n

R :

Since �LR is a global equivalence, each gn�†n
L�n

R is a global equivalence. If nD 0,
we obtain that g0 is a global equivalence. For each n � 1, L�n

R Š LRn , and the
orthogonal space LRn is †n–free and Hausdorff at each inner product space V . Thus
by Proposition 3.12 the morphism gn�LRn is a †n–global equivalence for each n� 1.

The morphisms �On;LRn and �Pn;LRn are †n–global equivalences by Proposition 3.9
and Lemma 3.7(vi). By the 2-out-of-6 property of †n–global equivalences we obtain
that gn �LRn is a †n–global equivalence:

On�LRn Pn�LRn

On �LRn Pn �LRn

�On;LRn

gn�LRn

�Pn;LRn

gn�LRn

By Proposition 3.4, for each compact Lie group K and each exhaustive sequence of
K–representations fVigi2N , the map

teli.g.Vi/�LRn.Vi// W teli.On.Vi/�LRn.Vi//! teli.Pn.Vi/�LRn.Vi//

is an F.K; †n/–equivalence. The canonical map

teli.On.Vi/�LRn.Vi//! .teli On.Vi//� .telj LRn.Vj //

is also an F.K; †n/–equivalence, and the same holds for Pn. Therefore

.teli gn.Vi//� .telj LRn.Vj //

is an F.K; †n/–equivalence.
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For each �� 2 F.K; †n/, we can pull the †n–action on Rn through � W H ! †n to
get an H–action. Then the H–representation Rn embeds into some K–representation
(see [6, Theorem III.4.5]), which in turn embeds into some Vi , so .telj LRn.Vj //

��

is nonempty. Thus teli gn.Vi/ is an F.K; †n/–equivalence, and gn is a †n–global
equivalence for each n� 0.

Remark 4.15 The previous theorem generalizes, in the setting of algebras over operads
in .Spc;�/, the classical result that a morphism g between cofibrant operads induces
a Quillen equivalence if the underlying morphism of each gn is a weak equivalence
(see [9, 12.5.A] for example). For orthogonal spaces, and a morphism g between
operads which are not necessarily cofibrant, by the previous theorem we require the
stronger condition that each gn is not just a global equivalence, but also a †n–global
equivalence.

The question of which morphisms between more general operads induce Quillen
equivalences was also answered in [19, Theorem 7.5]. The key property there is
whether the morphisms gn are symmetric flat weak equivalences as defined in [19,
Definition 2.1(vii)]. However, †n–global equivalences are not necessarily symmetric
flat.

Remark 4.16 Given O, an operad in .Spc;�/, we could take a cofibrant replacement
of it in the J–semimodel category OP–Spc of operads in .Spc;�/, constructed in [25,
Theorem 3]. This would be a cofibrant operad O0 and a morphism of operads g WO0!O
such that each gn is a global equivalence. But as we just saw in Theorem 4.14, this
g does not induce a Quillen equivalence between the categories of algebras of O and
O0 unless each gn is additionally a †n–global equivalence. This means that simply
taking a cofibrant replacement O0 in OP–Spc of an operad O, and looking at the model
structure on Alg.O0/ does not give the correct homotopy theory of the algebras over O.

Additionally, we cannot have a functor F c WOP–Spc!OP–Spc, with a natural trans-
formation � W F c ) IdOP–Spc such that each �.O/n is a †n–global equivalence, and
F c.O/ is cofibrant in the J–semimodel structure of [25, Theorem 3]. Assume that we
had such a functor F c , then consider a morphism of operads g WO!O0 which satisfies
that each gn is a global equivalence, but does not satisfy that each gn is a †n–global
equivalence. An example of such a morphism is given by the unique morphism from
one of the naive global E1–operads of Remark 5.9 to the terminal operad Comm.

In that case each F c.g/n would be a global equivalence by the 2-out-of-6 property, so
F c.g/ induces a Quillen equivalence between Alg.F c.O// and Alg.F c.O0// because
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F c.O/ and F c.O0/ are cofibrant operads. The morphisms of operads �.O/ and �.O0/
would also induce Quillen equivalences by Theorem 4.14, But this would imply that g

induces a Quillen equivalence between the categories of algebras, which contradicts
the only if part of Theorem 4.14.

This means that in order to study the genuine homotopy theory of algebras over operads
in .Spc;�/, we cannot restrict ourselves to looking only at cofibrant operads.

5 Global E1–operads

Let Comm be the terminal operad in .Spc;�/, where each Commn is the constant one-
point orthogonal space. Algebras over Comm are precisely the commutative monoids
in Spc with respect to the box product, which are called commutative orthogonal
monoid spaces or ultracommutative monoids in [22, Definition 1.4.14]. The unit and
multiplication maps imply that a commutative monoid in .Spc;�/ is precisely a lax
symmetric monoidal functor .L;˚/! .Top;�/.

Definition 5.1 A global E1–operad in .Spc;�/ is an operad O in .Spc;�/ such that
each On is †n–globally equivalent to � with the trivial †n–action.

Remark 5.2 By Theorem 4.14, if O is a global E1–operad in .Spc;�/ and g is the
unique morphism of operads g W O ! Comm, then the induced Quillen adjunction
.g!;g

�/ is a Quillen equivalence between Alg.O/ and Alg.Comm/, the category of
ultracommutative monoids. This justifies why we gave the previous definition of a
global E1–operad.

Furthermore, the algebras over a global E1–operad are endowed with plenty of
additional structure, just like ultracommutative monoids. It is also relatively simple to
characterize when a given operad in Spc (like the ones constructed in Section 2.3) is a
global E1–operad.

Proposition 5.3 Let O be a global E1–operad in .Spc;�/, and let g WO! Comm be
the unique morphism of operads. There is a homotopical functor

R W Alg.O/! Alg.Comm/

and a zigzag of natural weak equivalences between g� ıR and the identity on Alg.O/.

For A 2 Alg.O/, R.A/ is an ultracommutative monoid , thus R is a functor that rectifies
algebras over global E1–operads into ultracommutative monoids.
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Proof Let C W Alg.O/! Alg.O/ be a cofibrant replacement functor in Alg.O/ con-
structed via the small object argument, and let ˛ WC) idAlg.O/ be the associated natural
weak equivalence. Then UAlg.O/.˛A/ is a global equivalence for each A 2 Alg.O/. Fur-
thermore, the adjunction unit for C.A/, the morphism �C.A/ W C.A/! g�.g!.C.A///,
is a global equivalence in Spc because the right adjoint g� preserves and reflects weak
equivalences; see [8, Lemma 3.3]. Then RD g! ıC is the desired functor, and ˛ and �
form the desired zigzag of natural weak equivalences.

Lemma 5.4 The operads LD and K constructed in Examples 2.11 and 2.12 respec-
tively are reduced (LD0 D K0 D �). For each n � 0, the orthogonal spaces LDn and
K n are closed , and for each V 2 L, the †n–spaces LDn.V / and K n.V / are †n–free
and Hausdorff.

Proof This follows from the properties of the little disks operads LD.V / and Steiner
operads K .V / for an inner product space V . By construction they are reduced, and
for each n� 0 they are †n–free and Hausdorff, so the same is true for LD and K . For
a linear isometric embedding  W V !W , the maps LDn. / and K n. / are closed
embeddings, so the operads LD and K are closed.

We now give several examples of global E1–operads. To check that LD and K are
global E1–operads we first need the following technical lemma.

Lemma 5.5 Let K be a compact Lie group , UK a K–universe (not necessarily com-
plete), L�K, and T an L–set. Let ConfL

T .UK / denote the space of L–equivariant T –
configurations in UK , that is , L–equivariant embeddings of T in UK . Then ConfL

T .UK /

is either empty or contractible.

Proof Decompose UK as

UK Š

M
�2ƒ

M
n2N

�Š
M
n2N

M
�2ƒ

�D
M
n2N

Un;

where ƒ is a set of finite-dimensional irreducible K–representations.

Let P be the linear isometric embeddingM
n2N

Un!

M
n2N

Un; .u0;u1; : : : / 7! .0;u0;u1; : : : /:

Then P is a K–equivariant nonsurjective linear isometric embedding.
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We give a homotopy H between the identity and

P ı�W ConfL
T .UK /! ConfL

T .UK /;

the map given by postcomposition with P . For each s 2 Œ0; 1�, f 2 ConfL
T .UK / and

t 2 T this homotopy H is given by

Hs.f /.t/D .1� s/.f .t//C s.P .f .t///:

It is easy to see that each Hs.f / is L–equivariant. If Hs.f /.t/DHs.f /.t
0/, arguing

coordinatewise we see that t D t 0.

Now assume that ConfL
T .UK / is nonempty, so that f0 2ConfL

T .UK /. There is an m� 0

such that the image of f0 is contained in
L

n�m Un. Then

H 0s.f /.t/D s.PımC1.f .t///C .1� s/.f0.t//

gives a homotopy between the constant map with value f0 and the map

PımC1
ı�W ConfL

T .UK /! ConfL
T .UK /:

We can easily see that H 0s.f / is L–equivariant, and we can check that it is an embedding
by looking at the projection to

L
n�m Un and to its orthogonal complement separately.

With H we can obtain a homotopy from the identity to PımC1 ı �, and combining
that homotopy with H 0 we obtain that ConfL

T .UK / is contractible.

Proposition 5.6 The operads LD and K in .Spc;�/ are global E1–operads.

Proof Both operads LD and K are closed by Lemma 5.4. For each compact Lie
group K and each K–representation V , the .K�†n/–spaces LD.V /n and K .V /n are
.K�†n/–homotopy equivalent to Confn.V /, the configuration space of n points in V ,
where K acts on V and †n acts by permuting the points. This is [11, Lemma 1.2] and
[11, Proposition 1.5] respectively.2

We have that
Confn.UK /Š colim

V 2s.UK /
Confn.V /:

Consider any graph subgroup �� 2 F.K; †n/, with � WH !†n and H �K. Let T�

be the set with n elements and an H–action given by �. Since taking fixed points

2In the proof of [11, Lemma 1.2], one has to add a small condition to ensure that the little disks are
contained in the unit disk and that the constructed maps are well defined.
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commutes with filtered colimits along closed embeddings, and the poset s.UK / has a
cofinal subsequence, LDn.UK /

�� and K n.UK /
�� are weakly homotopy equivalent to

Confn.UK /
�� Š ConfH

T�
.UK /;

where ConfH
T�
.UK / is the space of H–equivariant T�–configurations in UK , that is, H–

equivariant embeddings of T� in UK . Since UK is a complete universe, ConfH
T�
.UK /

is nonempty, so by Lemma 5.5 it is contractible. Thus LDn and K n are †n–globally
contractible, and LD and K are global E1–operads.

Recall that LV DL.V;�/ is the orthogonal space represented by V .

Proposition 5.7 For any V 2L with V ¤ 0, the endomorphism operad End.LV / in
.Spc;�/ is a global E1–operad.

Proof We have to check that Hom.L�n
V
;LV /!� is a †n–global equivalence.

Let UK be a complete K–universe for K a compact Lie group. Then the underlying
K–space of End.LV /n is

Hom.L�n
V ;LV /.UK /D colim

W 2s.UK /
Hom.L�n

V ;LV /.W /

Š colim
W 2s.UK /

Spc.LW ;Hom.L�n
V ;LV //

Š colim
W 2s.UK /

Spc.LW �LV n ;LV /

Š colim
W 2s.UK /

L.V;W ˚V n/

ŠL.V;UK ˚V n/:

The first three isomorphisms are induced by a chain of isomorphisms for each W ,
and we have to check that they are natural in W . For the second isomorphism this
holds by the naturality of the �–Hom adjunction, and for the first and third because of
the naturality of the enriched Yoneda lemma. By the same reason they are .K�†n/–
equivariant.

For any � 2 F.K; †n/ we consider the �–fixed points

Hom.L�n
V ;LV /.UK /

�
ŠL.V;UK ˚V n/� ŠL.V; .UK ˚V n/�/:

Since UK is a complete K–universe, .UK˚V n/K�†n is infinite-dimensional, and thus
so is .UK ˚V n/� , so

L.V; .UK ˚V n/�/ŠL.V;R1/' �:
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Remark 5.8 For any V 2L with V ¤ 0, the orthogonal space LV is an algebra over
the global E1–operad End.LV /. However, LV cannot be given the structure of a
commutative monoid over the box product (ultracommutative monoid). In particular,
LV .0/DL.V; 0/D∅, so there are no morphisms of orthogonal spaces from � to LV ,
and thus we cannot give it a unit.

Remark 5.9 Let O be an E1–operad in Top. This is an operad such that On is
†n–free and weakly contractible for each n � 0. Let O be the constant operad in
orthogonal spaces associated to O, which is closed. The space On.UK / is just On with
the trivial K–action, which means that for n�2 and a graph subgroup � 2F.K; †n/ not
contained in K�feg, we have that .On.UK //

� D∅. Therefore On is not †n–globally
equivalent to � for n� 2, and so the constant operad O is not a global E1–operad.

A similar situation occurs in the classical world of equivariant operads. A nonequivariant
E1–operad given the trivial G–action is not a good example of an E1–operad in
G–spaces. Instead one wants to look at E1–G–operads, the ones for which On is
F.G; †n/–equivalent to a point; first defined in [16, Definition VII.1.2].

Remark 5.10 In the G–equivariant setting, there is a hierarchy of nonequivalent
operads between a nonequivariant operad given the trivial G–action and an E1–G–
operad. These in-between operads are called N1–operads, and were introduced in [4].
They codify various levels of commutativity, by imposing the existence of certain
additive transfers/multiplicative norms, which exist for commutative monoids in G–
spaces and commutative G–ring spectra respectively.

In the global setting, there is also a hierarchy of operads between the naive global
E1–operads of Remark 5.9 and the global E1–operads. These operads in orthogonal
spaces are the global analogs of N1–operads. A classification of them will appear in a
separate article [1].

Appendix More about G –orthogonal spaces

We now construct the G–global model structure on the category of G–orthogonal
spaces, for G a compact Lie group. The process is the same as the one used in [22,
Section 1.2] to construct the global model structure on Spc, and most of the proofs are
almost identical. We first construct a level model structure on GSpc applying the results
from [22, Appendix C], and then we consider the left Bousfield localization with the
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G–global equivalences as the weak equivalences. We include here several technical
results needed to construct this G–global model structure, or used in the main part of
this paper.

In this appendix we assume the definitions and results of Section 3.

A.1 G –level model structure

For each compact Lie group G there is an isomorphism of Top–enriched categories

Fun.L�G;Top/Š Fun.G;Fun.L;Top//DG–Spc:

We have that DDL�G is a skeletally small Top–enriched category. On D we have a
dimension function on the objects j�j given by the dimension of the inner product space
of L. This function satisfies that if jV j > jW j then D.V;W /D ∅ and if jV j D jW j
then V and W are isomorphic in D. We need to choose for each m� 0 an object of D

of dimension m, and we pick Rm.

As input to obtain the G–level model structure, we have to consider for each m� 0 a
model structure on the category of spaces with an action by D.Rm;Rm/DO.m/�G.
We take the model structure given by the graph subgroups, the F.O.m/;G/–projective
model structure, where a morphism f of .O.m/�G/Top is a weak equivalence (resp. a
fibration) if and only if f � is a weak homotopy equivalence (resp. a Serre fibration)
for each � 2 F.O.m/;G/. Recall that F.O.m/;G/ is the set of graph subgroups of
O.m/�G, those � 2O.m/�G such that � \ .feO.m/g �G/D feO.m/�Gg

This F.O.m/;G/–projective model structure is proper, cofibrantly generated, and
topological. See for example [22, Proposition B.7] for the construction. We call the
weak equivalences of this model structure the F.O.m/;G/–equivalences, and we do
the same for the fibrations, acyclic fibrations, cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations. We
can use the results from [22, Appendix C] to construct a level model structure on GSpc
based on the graph subgroups. For this, the following consistency condition, described
in [22, Definition C.22], has to be satisfied.

Lemma A.1 (consistency condition) For each m; n � 0 and each F.O.m/;G/–
acyclic cofibration i , the morphism

.L.Rm;RmCn/�G/�O.m/�G i

is an F.O.mCn/;G/–acyclic cofibration.
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Proof The functor

.L.Rm;RmCn/�G/�O.m/�G �

is a left adjoint to the functor given by

Map.L.Rm;RmCn/�G;�/O.mCn/�G :

Therefore we only need to check that it sends the generating acyclic cofibrations to
acyclic cofibrations.

The generating acyclic cofibrations of the F.O.m/;G/–projective model structure are
of the form ..O.m/�G/=�/� jl , for � 2 F.O.m/;G/ and l � 0. Then the functor
mentioned at the beginning takes this generating acyclic cofibration to

..L.Rm;RmCn/�G/=�/� jl :

The left G–action on G is free, and because � is a graph subgroup and the O.m/–
action on L.Rm;RmCn/ is free, the left G–action on .L.Rm;RmCn/�G/=� is also
free. We consider now L.Rm;RmCn/ � G as an .O.mCn/�G�O.m/�G/–space,
where the component O.m C n/ � G acts on the left, and O.m/ � G originally
acts on the right so we precompose with .�/�1 to obtain a left action. The space
L.Rm;RmCn/ � G is a smooth .O.mCn/�G�O.m/�G/–manifold. Illman’s the-
orem [14, 7.2] provides an .O.mCn/�G�O.m/�G/–equivariant triangulation, so
L.Rm;RmCn/�G is cofibrant in the projective model structure with respect to all
subgroups of O.mC n/�G �O.m/�G.

By [22, B.14(i), (iii)], .L.Rm;RmCn/�G/=� is cofibrant in the projective model struc-
ture with respect to all subgroups of O.mCn/�G. This in particular means that it is a re-
tract of a generalized .O.mCn/�G/–CW–complex. Each cell .O.mCn/�G/=��Dl 0

for a subgroup � � O.mC n/�G and l 0 � 0 that appears in this equivariant CW–
structure induces a .O.mCn/�G/–equivariant map

f W .O.mC n/�G/=��Dl 0
! .L.Rm;RmCn/�G/=�:

Since the target of f is G–free, so is the source; thus � is a graph subgroup. As
only graph subgroups can appear in this CW–structure, .L.Rm;RmCn/ � G/=�

is also cofibrant in the F.O.mCn/;G/–projective model structure. Recall that the
F.O.mCn/;G/–projective model structure is topological. Therefore, the morphism
..L.Rm;RmCn/ � G/=�/ � jl is the product of a cofibrant object with an acyclic
cofibration of Top, so it is an acyclic cofibration.
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Theorem A.2 (G–level model structure) There is a topological cofibrantly generated
model structure on the category GSpc of G–orthogonal spaces , which we call the G–
level model structure. The weak equivalences (resp. the fibrations) are those morphisms
f such that for each m � 0 and each graph subgroup � 2 F.O.m/;G/, the map
f .Rm/� is a weak homotopy equivalence (resp. a Serre fibration). We call these
respectively the G–level equivalences and the G–level fibrations.

A set of generating cofibrations is

IG D f..L.R
m;�/�G/=�/� il jm; l � 0; � 2 F.O.m/;G/g:

A set of generating acyclic cofibrations is

JG D f..L.R
m;�/�G/=�/� jl jm; l � 0; � 2 F.O.m/;G/g:

We call the cofibrations of this model structure the G–flat cofibrations.

Proof Such a model structure exists by [22, Proposition C.23(i)]. It is cofibrantly
generated by [22, Proposition C.23(iii)] because each of the chosen model structures
on .O.m/�G/Top is cofibrantly generated.

The functor
.�/.Rm/ WGSpc! .O.m/�G/Top

given by evaluation at Rm has a left adjoint, which we denote by Fm, and it is given by

Fm.A/D .L.R
m;�/�G/�O.m/�G A:

The generating cofibrations obtained from [22, Proposition C.23(iii)] are those of the
form Fm.i/ where i is a generating cofibration of .O.m/�G/Top, which are of the
form ..O.m/�G/=�/� il for � 2 F.O.m/;G/ and l � 0. Similarly the generating
acyclic cofibrations are of the form Fm.j / for j a generating acyclic cofibration of
.O.m/�G/Top.

Each G–orthogonal space of the form .L.Rm;�/�G/=� is cofibrant in this G–level
model structure, because Fm...O.m/�G/=�/� i0/ is a generating cofibration. Using
[22, Proposition B.5] we obtain that this model structure is topological, taking G and Z
in the statement of that proposition to be

G D f.L.Rm;�/�G/=� jm� 0; � 2 F.O.m/;G/g and Z D∅:

Note that we should call this model structure on GSpc the “G–graph level model
structure” to distinguish it from other possible model structures on GSpc. In particular,
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there is at least the level model structure that we would obtain by considering all
subgroups of O.m/�G, and not just the graph subgroups. There is also a projective
model structure on Fun.G; Spc/. However since we never talk about these two other
model structures on GSpc, we omit the adjective “graph” everywhere.

Lemma A.3 If f WX ! Y is a G–level equivalence then for any compact Lie group
K and any faithful K–representation V , the map f .V / is an F.K;G/–equivalence. In
particular , f is also a G–global equivalence.

Proof As a finite-dimensional inner product space, V is isomorphic to Rl for some
l � 0. Let � 2 F.K;G/ be a graph subgroup. Then the image of � under the homo-
morphism K �G!O.Rl/�G induced by said isomorphism is a graph subgroup � 0.
Then X.V /� is naturally (on X ) homeomorphic to X.Rl/�

0

. Since f .Rl/�
0

is a weak
homotopy equivalence, so is f .V /� .

Remark A.4 For an inner product space V and a closed subgroup H �O.V /�G,
the G–orthogonal space

D.V;�/=H D .L.V;�/�G/=H;

which we denote by LH ;V IG , is special. It has a certain freeness condition, namely it
is the representing object for the functor .�/.V /H given by evaluating at V and then
taking H–fixed points. We refer to these as the semifree G–orthogonal spaces, since
they have the same property as the semifree orthogonal spaces LH ;V .

Explicitly the natural isomorphism between the functors

GSpc.LH ;V IG ;�/; .�/.V /
H
WGSpc! Top

is given by f 7! f .V /.ŒidV ; e�/. The inverse isomorphism is given on Y 2 GSpc by
sending a point y0 2 Y .V /H to the morphism of G–orthogonal spaces f given by

.L.V;W /�G/=H ! Y .W /; Œ ;g� 7! Y . /.gy0/:

Analogously to the case of the semifree orthogonal spaces, the box product of a semifree
G–orthogonal space and a semifree K–orthogonal space has a nice structure. As a
.G�K/–orthogonal space it is isomorphic to a semifree .G�K/–orthogonal space, and
this can be deduced from the result for orthogonal spaces. Note however that the box
product of two semifree G–orthogonal spaces with the G–action given by restriction
along the diagonal is not a semifree G–orthogonal space in general.
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Lemma A.5 For compact Lie groups G and K, inner product spaces V and V 0, and
closed subgroups H � O.V / � G and H 0 � O.V 0/ � K, LH ;V IG � LH 0;V 0IK is
isomorphic as a .G�K/–orthogonal space to LH�H 0;V˚V 0IG�K .

Proof Since the box product preserves colimits in both variables, we have that

.L.V;�/�G/=H�.L.V 0;�/�K/=H 0 Š ..L.V;�/�G/�.L.V 0;�/�K//=.H�H 0/

Š .L.V˚V 0;�/�G�K/=.H�H 0/:

Here we also used the isomorphism L.V;�/�L.V 0;�/ŠL.V ˚V 0;�/ from [22,
Example 1.3.3] and its naturality on V and V 0.

Lemma A.6 The pushout product of a G–flat cofibration (recall that these are the
cofibrations of the G–level model structure) and a K–flat cofibration is a .G�K/–flat
cofibration.

Proof Given a generating G–flat cofibration f DL�;RmIG�il and a generating K–flat
cofibration g DL� 0;RnIK � ik , their pushout product is by Lemma A.5 isomorphic to

L��� 0;RmCnIG�K � .il � ik/

as a morphism of .G�K/–orthogonal spaces. The subgroup

� �� 0 �O.m/�O.n/�G �K �O.mC n/�G �K

is a graph subgroup because both � and � 0 are graph subgroups. Additionally il � ik

is homeomorphic to ilCk , and so f � g is a generating .G�K/–flat cofibration.

Since the box product of orthogonal spaces is closed, [13, Lemma 4.2.4] implies that
the pushout product of a G–flat cofibration and a K–flat cofibration is a .G�K/–flat
cofibration.

Lemma A.7 The G–level model structure is proper.

Proof First we check right properness. Consider the pullback diagram

A X

B Y

g

f

h

y

where f is a G–level fibration and h is a G–level equivalence. Let m� 0. Evaluating
at Rm yields a diagram of .O.m/�G/–spaces, which is a pullback diagram because
limits of G–orthogonal spaces and .O.m/�G/–spaces are computed in Top. Then
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f .Rm/ is an F.O.m/;G/–fibration and h.Rm/ is an F.O.m/;G/–equivalence, and
since the F.O.m/;G/–projective model structure is right proper by [22, B.7], g.Rm/

is also an F.O.m/;G/–equivalence. Thus g is a G–level equivalence.

To check left properness one can use the dual argument. We additionally need to
use that if a morphism f of G–orthogonal spaces is a G–flat cofibration, then it is a
G–h–cofibration (see Lemma 3.15), which means that each f .Rm/ is an h–cofibration
of .O.m/�G/–spaces, and then we need to use the gluing lemma [22, B.6].

A.2 G –h–cofibrations and G –global equivalences

We now check that G–global equivalences are preserved by various constructions along
G–h–cofibrations. We use these results to finish the construction of the G–global model
structure, and in the main part of this paper.

Lemma A.8 (gluing lemma) Given a commutative diagram of G–orthogonal spaces

Y X Z

Y 0 X 0 Z0

ˇ

f g

˛ 

f 0 g0

where ˛, ˇ and  are G–global equivalences , and f and f 0 are G–h–cofibrations , the
morphism induced on the pushouts Y [X Z! Y 0[X 0 Z

0 is a G–global equivalence.

Proof Consider a compact Lie group K and an exhaustive sequence of K–representa-
tions fVigi2N . We have the following diagram of equivariant morphisms of .K�G/–
spaces:

teli Y .Vi/ teli X.Vi/ teli Z.Vi/

teli Y 0.Vi/ teli X 0.Vi/ teli Z0.Vi/

teli ˇ.Vi /

teli f .Vi / teli g.Vi /

teli ˛.Vi / teli .Vi /

teli f 0.Vi / teli g0.Vi /

Here by Proposition 3.4 teli ˛.Vi/, teli ˇ.Vi/ and teli  .Vi/ are F.K;G/–equivalences,
and the formation of mapping telescopes commutes with pushouts, retracts and��Œ0; 1�,
so teli f .Vi/ and teli f 0.Vi/ are h–cofibrations of .K�G/–spaces. Therefore by the
gluing lemma for F.K;G/–equivalences (see for example [22, Proposition B.6]) the
induced map on the pushouts of the mapping telescopes is also an F.K;G/–equivalence.
Since again taking mapping telescopes commutes with pushouts, this means that
Y [X Z! Y 0[X 0 Z

0 is a G–global equivalence.
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Corollary A.9 For a pushout diagram of G–orthogonal spaces

X Y

X 0 Y 0

f

g

f 0 p

where f is a G–global equivalence and either f or g is a G–h–cofibration , f 0 is a
G–global equivalence.

Proof Apply the previous lemma to the diagram

X X X 0

Y X X 0

f

g

f g

Corollary A.10 For morphisms of G–orthogonal spaces f WX1!Y1 and g WX2!Y2

such that f is a G–global equivalence and either f or g is a G–h–cofibration , their
pushout product f � g is a G–global equivalence.

Similarly, assume instead that f W X1 ! Y1 is a morphism of G–orthogonal spaces
and g WX2! Y2 is a map of G–spaces. If either f is a G–global equivalence or g is a
G–equivalence , and either f or g is a G–h–cofibration , their pushout product f � g

is a G–global equivalence.

Proof By Lemma 3.7(iv) f �X2 and f �Y2 are G–global equivalences. Depending
on the hypothesis, either f �X2 or X1�g is a G–h–cofibration, so by Corollary A.9
the morphism ˛ is a G–global equivalence, and by the 2-out-of-6 property so is f � g:

X1�X2 X1�Y2

Y1�X2 P

Y1�Y2

f�X2

X1�g

f�Y2
˛

Y1�g

f�g

p

The same is true if g is a map of G–spaces, since the product of an orthogonal space with
a space is the same as the box product with the associated constant orthogonal space.
A G–equivalence between constant orthogonal spaces is a G–global equivalence, and
similarly a G–h–cofibration of spaces is a G–h–cofibration between constant orthogonal
spaces.
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Lemma A.11 For a limit ordinal �, consider two �–sequences in GSpc, which are col-
imit preserving functors X W �!GSpc and Y W �!GSpc, and a natural transformation
f between them. If for each ˇ 2� the morphisms gˇ WXˇ!XˇC1 and hˇ WYˇ!YˇC1

are G–h–cofibrations and the morphism fˇ WXˇ! Yˇ is a G–global equivalence , the
morphism induced on the colimits ,

colim
ˇ2�

fˇ W colim
ˇ2�

Xˇ! colim
ˇ2�

Yˇ;

is a G–global equivalence.

Proof By Proposition 3.4 it is enough to check that for each compact Lie group K

and exhaustive sequence of K–representations fVigi2I , the map teli.colimˇ2� fˇ/.Vi/

is an F.K;G/–equivalence. The construction of the mapping telescopes commutes
with taking colimits, so this map is isomorphic to colimˇ2�.teli fˇ.Vi//.

For each ˇ2� the map teli fˇ.Vi/ is an F.K;G/–equivalence, and the maps teli gˇ.Vi/

and teli hˇ.Vi/ are h–cofibrations of .K�G/–spaces, and so in particular h–cofibrations
of underlying compactly generated weak Hausdorff spaces, and therefore closed em-
beddings.

For each � 2 F.K;G/ taking �–fixed points commutes with filtered colimits along
closed embeddings; see [22, Proposition B.1(ii)]. Colimits with the shape of a filtered
poset and built out of closed embeddings of compactly generated weak Hausdorff spaces
can be computed in the category of all topological spaces; see [22, Proposition A.14(ii)].
Weak Hausdorff spaces are T1, so by [13, Proposition 2.4.2] maps from compact spaces
(@Dl and Dl in this case) into the colimit of a �–sequence of closed embeddings (for
� a limit ordinal) factor through some stage ˇ 2 �. Therefore compact spaces are finite
in Top relative closed embeddings.

This implies that, for the �–sequences given by .teli gˇ.Vi//
� and .teli hˇ.Vi//

� ,
which consist of closed embeddings, and the natural transformation between them
given by the maps .teli fˇ.Vi//

� which are weak homotopy equivalences, the map
induced on the colimits

colim
ˇ2�

.teli fˇ.Vi//
�
Š
�
colim
ˇ2�

.teli fˇ.Vi//
��

is a weak homotopy equivalence. Therefore teli.colimˇ2� fˇ/.Vi/ is an F.K;G/–
equivalence.

Corollary A.12 A transfinite composition of morphisms in GSpc that are G–h–cofibra-
tions and G–global equivalences is a G–global equivalence.
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Proof We check this via transfinite induction on the ordinal �. Let Y W �!GSpc be a
�–sequence such that for each ˇ2� the morphism hˇ WYˇ!YˇC1 is a G–h–cofibration
and a G–global equivalence. The base case and the case where � is a successor ordinal
hold because composition of two G–global equivalences is a G–global equivalence.

If � is a limit ordinal, set X W �! GSpc as the constant functor Xˇ D Y0. Define a
natural transformation f WX ) Y by letting fˇ be the morphism Y0! Yˇ . This is the
transfinite composition of Y restricted to ˇC 1. Then by the induction hypothesis fˇ
is a G–global equivalence for each ˇ 2 �. Then we use Lemma A.11 to obtain that
colimˇ2� fˇ is a G–global equivalence, but this morphism is precisely the transfinite
composition of Y .

A.3 G –global model structure

We now go back to constructing the G–global model structure, starting with the
fibrations.

Definition A.13 (G–global fibration) A morphism of G–orthogonal spaces f WX!Y

is a G–global fibration if it is a G–level fibration, and for each compact Lie group K,
every graph subgroup � 2 F.K;G/, and every linear isometric embedding of K–
representations  W V !W with V faithful, the induced map

X.V /� ! Y .V /� �Y .W /� X.W /�

is a weak homotopy equivalence. Since f is a G–level fibration, and so f .V /� and
f .W /� are Serre fibrations, this is equivalent to the following square being homotopy
cartesian:

X.V /� X.W /�

Y .V /� Y .W /�

f .V /�

X . /�

f .W /�

Y . /�

Construction A.14 Fix a compact Lie group G. We now construct the set KG , where
JG [KG is a set of generating acyclic cofibrations for the G–global model structure
of Theorem A.20. Recall that JG is the set of generating acyclic cofibrations of the
G–level model structure given in Theorem A.2. Let K be a compact Lie group, let V

be a faithful K–representation, let W be a K–representation and let � 2F.K;G/ be a
graph subgroup. We consider the restriction morphism of G–orthogonal spaces,

��;V;W IG WL�;V˚W IG D .L.V ˚W;�/�G/=�! .L.V;�/�G/=� DL�;V IG :
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The morphism ��;V;W IG is a G–global equivalence because the semifree G–orthogonal
spaces are closed and given a compact Lie group L, the map

�V;W WL.V ˚W;UL/!L.V;UL/

is a .K�L/–homotopy equivalence by [22, 1.1.26(ii)] (recall that UL here is a complete
L–universe).

Now let � be a set of representatives of isomorphism classes of triples .K; �;V;W / con-
sisting of a compact Lie group K, a faithful K–representation V , a K–representation W ,
and a graph subgroup � 2 F.K;G/. Let KG be the set

KG D

[
.K ;�;V;W /2�

f���;V;W IG � il j l � 0g:

Recall that ���;V;W IG denotes the inclusion of the mapping cylinder

L�;V˚W IG!M��;V;W IG :

Note that here we allow V to be 0. For the generating acyclic cofibrations of the
positive global model structure on Spc, we do require that V ¤ 0. If we did that here,
in Definition A.13, and in Theorem A.2, we would obtain the positive G–global model
structure.

Lemma A.15 Any morphism in JG [ KG is a G–global equivalence and a G–flat
cofibration. Any morphism obtained from JG [ KG by transfinite composition and
cobase changes is also a G–global equivalence and a G–flat cofibration.

Proof Any morphism f 2 JG is an acyclic cofibration in the G–level model structure,
so it is a G–flat cofibration and by Lemma A.3 a G–global equivalence.

Fix a compact Lie group K, a faithful K–representation V , a K–representation W ,
a graph subgroup � 2 F.K;G/, and l � 0. Consider f D ���;V;W IG � il in KG . We
saw in Construction A.14 that ��;V;W IG is a G–global equivalence. The projection
M��;V;W IG!L�;V IG from the mapping cylinder of ��;V;W IG to its target is a homotopy
equivalence in GSpc. Therefore it is a G–level equivalence, and thus a G–global
equivalence. By the 2-out-of-6 property ���;V;W IG is also a G–global equivalence.

The G–orthogonal spaces L�;V˚W IG and L�;V IG are G–flat orthogonal spaces because
they are isomorphic to L� 0;RnCmIG and L� 00;RnIG respectively, for some n;m � 0,
� 0 2 F.O.nCm/;G/ and � 00 2 F.O.n/;G/. Then we obtain that

L�;V˚W IG!L�;V˚W IGqL�;V IG
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is a G–flat cofibration. Also since the G–level model structure of Theorem A.2 is
topological, L�;V˚W IG � i1 is a G–flat cofibration. Putting this together we obtain
that ���;V;W IG is a G–flat cofibration, and again because the G–level model structure is
topological so is f . By Corollary A.10, f D ���;V;W IG � il is a G–global equivalence.

Using the closure properties of Corollaries A.9 and A.12, we obtain the second part of
the lemma.

Lemma A.16 The sources of all morphisms in IG , JG and KG are finite (and thus
small ) with respect to the class of maps that are levelwise closed embeddings. Since
G–h–cofibrations are levelwise closed embeddings , they are also finite with respect to
the class of G–h–cofibrations.

Proof We first check that for any compact Lie group K, faithful K–representation V ,
graph subgroup�2F.K;G/, and compact space A, the G–orthogonal space L�;V IG�A

is finite with respect to morphisms which are levelwise closed embeddings.

We recalled in the proof of Lemma A.11 that compact spaces are finite in Top relative
closed embeddings. Taking �–fixed points commutes with filtered colimits along
closed embeddings. Consider a limit ordinal �, and a �–sequence X W �! GSpc of
levelwise closed embeddings. By the semifreeness property of L�;V IG �A, and since
colimits in GSpc are computed levelwise, we have that

GSpc
�
L�;V IG �A; colim

ˇ2�
Xˇ
�
Š Top

�
A;
�
colim
ˇ2�

Xˇ
�
.V /�

�
Š Top

�
A; colim

ˇ2�
.Xˇ.V /

�/
�

Š colim
ˇ2�

Top.A; .Xˇ.V /
�//

Š colim
ˇ2�

GSpc.L�;V IG �A;Xˇ/:

So for a generating cofibration i 2 IG , its source is of the form L�;RmIG � @D
l , so it

is finite relative levelwise closed embeddings. Similarly the source of a generating
acyclic cofibration j 2 JG is L�;RmIG �Dl , so it is also finite relative levelwise closed
embeddings.

For a generating acyclic cofibration k D ���;V;W IG � il in KG , its source is

L�;V˚W IG �Dl
[L�;V˚W IG�@Dl M��;V;W IG � @D

l :

The G–orthogonal space M��;V;W IG � @D
l is a finite colimit of objects of the form

L�;V IG �A. Therefore it is also finite relative levelwise closed embeddings, because
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in Set finite limits commute with filtered colimits. By the same argument, the source
of k is also finite relative levelwise closed embeddings.

G–h–cofibrations are levelwise h–cofibrations of spaces, which are closed embeddings
in the category of compactly generated weak Hausdorff spaces. Therefore G–h–
cofibrations are levelwise closed embeddings.

Lemma A.17 A morphism in GSpc is a G–global fibration if and only if it has the
right lifting property with respect to JG [KG .

Proof Every linear isometric embedding of K–representations is isomorphic to an
embedding of the form iV WV !V ˚W . Thus Definition A.13 can be altered slightly to
say that a morphism f is a G–global fibration if and only if it is a G–level fibration and
for each compact Lie group K, graph subgroup � 2 F.K;G/, and K–representations
V and W , the square

X.V /� X.V ˚W /�

Y .V /� Y .V ˚W /�

f .V /�

X .iV /
�

f .V˚W /�

Y .iV /
�

is homotopy cartesian. By Remark A.4, the morphism ��;V;W IG represents the natural
transformation

.�/.iV /
�
W .�/.V /�) .�/.V ˚W /� :

By applying [22, Proposition 1.2.16] to the G–level model structure we obtain that the
previous square is homotopy cartesian if and only if f has the right lifting property
with respect to ���;V;W IG � il for all l � 0. The set JG is a set of generating acyclic
cofibrations of the G–level model structure, so a morphism is a G–level fibration if
and only if it has the right lifting property with respect to JG . Therefore a morphism in
GSpc is a G–global fibration if and only if it has the right lifting property with respect
to JG [KG .

Lemma A.18 A pullback of a G–global equivalence along a G–level fibration is also
a G–global equivalence.

Proof Consider the pullback square

(5)
P X

Z Y

f

h

g

k

y
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where f is a G–global equivalence and h is a G–level fibration. Consider a compact
Lie group K, a K–representation V , a graph subgroup � 2 F.K;G/, and a lifting
problem given by ˛ W @Dl ! P .V /� and ˇ W Dl ! Z.V /� with g.V /� ı ˛ D ˇ ı il .
Since f is a G–global equivalence, there is a K–representation W , a K–equivariant
linear isometric embedding  W V !W , and a morphism � WDl !X.W /� such that

� ı il DX. /� ı k.V /� ı˛

and there is a @Dl–relative homotopy H from Y . /� ı h.V /� ı ˇ to f .W /� ı �

relative @Dl . Since h.W /� is a Serre fibration, there is a lift H 0 in the diagram

Dl � f0g[ @Dl � Œ0; 1� Z.W /�

Dl � Œ0; 1� Y .W /�
H

H 0
h.W /�

.Z. /�ıˇ/[..g.W /�ıP. /�ı˛/�Œ0;1�/

Since the square (5) is a pullback there is a unique �0 W Dl ! P .W /� such that
g.W /� ı �0 D H 0.�; 1/ and k.W /� ı �0 D �. Also by the universal property of the
pullback (5) we obtain that �0 ı il D P . /� ı˛. Since H 0 is a homotopy relative @Dl

between g.W /� ı�0 and Z. /� ıˇ, we obtain that g is a G–global equivalence.

Lemma A.19 If f WX ! Y is a G–global equivalence and a G–global fibration then
it is also a G–level equivalence.

Proof Consider m� 0, a graph subgroup � 2F.O.m/;G/ given by a homomorphism
H !G with H �O.m/, and a lifting problem of the form

@Dl X.Rm/�

Dl Y .Rm/�

˛

il f .Rm/�

ˇ

Since f is a G–global equivalence, there is an embedding of H–representations
 WRm! V and a map � WDl !X.V /� such that �ı il DX. /� ı˛ and f .V /� ı�
is homotopic relative @Dl to Y . /� ıˇ.

Since f is a G–level fibration, f .V /� is a Serre fibration. By lifting against

Dl
� f0g[ @Dl

� Œ0; 1�!Dl
� Œ0; 1�;

which is a cofibration of spaces, we can replace � with a �0 such that �0ıil DX. /� ı˛

and f .V /� ı�0 D Y . /� ıˇ.
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Since f is a G–global fibration,

.f .Rm/� ;X. /�/ WX.Rm/� ! Y .Rm/� �Y .V /� X.V /�

is a weak homotopy equivalence. This means that by [18, Lemma 9.6] there is a map �00

in the diagram

@Dl X.Rm/�

Dl Y .Rm/� �Y .V /� X.V /�

˛

il .f .Rm/� ;X . /�/

.ˇ;�0/

�00

such that the upper-left triangle commutes and the lower-right triangle commutes up to
homotopy relative @Dl . Thus by [18, Lemma 9.6] again f .Rm/� is a weak homotopy
equivalence, and so f is a G–level equivalence.

Theorem A.20 (G–global model structure) There is a proper topological cofibrantly
generated model structure on the category GSpc of G–orthogonal spaces , with the G–
global equivalences as the weak equivalences , the G–global fibrations as the fibrations ,
and the G–flat cofibrations of the G–level model structure as the cofibrations. We call
this model structure the G–global model structure.

IG is a set of generating cofibrations of this model structure. The set JG [KG is a set of
generating acyclic cofibrations. Recall that IG , JG and KG were given in Theorem A.2
and Construction A.14.

Proof GSpc is complete and cocomplete. The G–global equivalences satisfy the
2-out-of-6 property and are closed under retracts by Lemma 3.7(i) and (ii) respectively.
The G–global fibrations and G–flat cofibrations are closed under retracts because they
can be defined via lifting properties, see Lemma A.17 and Theorem A.2 respectively.
Now we have to check the lifting and factorization axioms.

Given a morphism in GSpc, we can use the G–level model structure of Theorem A.2
to decompose it into f ı i where i is a G–flat cofibration and f is a G–level fibration
and a G–level equivalence, so it is also a G–global equivalence by Lemma A.3. Given
 W V !W a linear isometric embedding of faithful K–representations, in the square

X.V /� X.W /�

Y .V /� Y .W /�

f .V /�

X . /�

f .W /�

Y . /�
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the two vertical morphisms are weak equivalences by Lemma A.3. Therefore this
square is homotopy cartesian and f is a G–global fibration. This gives one of the
factorization axioms.

For the second factorization axiom, we apply Quillen’s small object argument to the set
JG[KG , which we can do by Lemma A.16. This factors any morphism into f ıj , where
by Lemma A.15 we know that j is a G–flat cofibration and a G–global equivalence,
and f has the right lifting property with respect to JG [KG , so by Lemma A.17 it is a
G–global fibration. This gives the second factorization axiom. Note for later that this
j by construction has the left lifting property with respect to G–global fibrations.

One of the lifting axioms can be obtained from the G–level model structure. By
Lemma A.19, a morphism which is both a G–global fibration and a G–global equiva-
lence is a G–level equivalence, so it has the right lifting property with respect to the
G–flat cofibrations.

Lastly, consider a morphism g which is both a G–flat cofibration and a G–global
equivalence. We can use Quillen’s small object argument on the set JG [KG again
to decompose g into f ı j , where f is a G–global fibration and j is a G–global
equivalence which has the left lifting property with respect to G–global fibrations.
By the 2-out-of-6 property f is also a G–global equivalence. Then by the previously
proven lifting axiom g is a retract of j , so it also has the left lifting property with
respect to G–global fibrations.

This model structure is right proper by Lemma A.18 (G–global fibrations are G–level
fibrations) and left proper by Corollary A.9. Using [22, Proposition B.5] we obtain
that this model structure is topological, taking G and Z in that statement to be

G D fL�;RmIG jm� 0; � 2F.O.m/;G/g; ZD f���;V;W IG j .K; �;V;W / 2 �g:

Remark A.21 As mentioned in Remark 3.6, we can define a different class of G–
global equivalences by checking the condition from Definition 3.2 on all subgroups of
K �G instead of only on the graph subgroups. We can do the same for all the results
of this appendix, replacing F.K;G/ everywhere by the set of all closed subgroups
of K �G. We can take the G–level model structure given by all subgroups briefly
mentioned right after Theorem A.2, and localize it at this smaller class of G–global
equivalences. This gives us a model structure with this smaller class of G–global
equivalences as the weak equivalences, as well as fibrations and cofibrations that are
similarly defined by looking at all subgroups instead of just the graph subgroups.
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However, as shown by the various results of this article, the G–global model structure
constructed in this appendix is more relevant when looking at operads in Spc.
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